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introduction AND REVIEW OF literature ON LABOR MOBILITY

the study of labor mobility is one very important area of

interest in the economy of the united states today it has been only

recently that the government has become more aware of the seriousness

of labor mobility in our economy it is recognized that one important

cause of unemployment is the failure of workers to prove themselves

mobile enough to move to areas where jobs exist the importance of

labor mobility in utah county utah is probably even more serious due

to the fact that unemployment in utah county for the past ten years

has been two to four per cent higher than both state or national figures

the purpose of this work is to attempt to determine why workers

move from utah county and then to make suggestions that might lead to a

more mobile work force hence less unemployment and a more economically

sound and secure population

to accomplish the task outlined by this thesis it is necessary

to look first into the theoretical aspects of labor mobility chapter I1

is an attempt to accomplish this goal in this chapter certain chara-

cteristics of worker mobility are investigated included in these chara-

cteristics are factors such as age race skills education and union

affiliation in addition labor mobility under conditions of pure

competition is looked into along with labor mobility under conditions of

imperfect competition A comparison of the two markets reveals that

under conditions of monopsony or imperfect competition in the labor

im erfectberfectP

teristics
teristics
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antint3nt

cha er

aa er

III111ili attempts to accomplish this task

certain facts become evident in this chapter first the mormon population

has characteristics that may lead to immobility second industrial growth

has been slow and must be considered inadequate when the amount of un-

employment is taken into consideration third there are additional environ-

mental aspects that would tend to hamper movement from utah county

A very important and closely allied study conducted in 1963 is

carefully analyzed in chapter IV this study conducted for the office of

importantimportcimports

in a study of labor mobility chapter

2.2

market we will tend to find an immobile work force and a possible reason

for unemployment in fact 3 in order to have a monopsonistic labor market

we must have an immobile labor market

there must be a reason for any study chaptercheter 11II attempts to

answer the question why study labor mobility the important position

of the economist concerning labor mobility is brought out in this chapter

interest on the part of the government is shown along with an interesting

concept that the preservation of the american way of life is in a great

measure influenced by the mobility of its workers A tie is made between

unemployment and a lack of labor mobility which in turn is related to the

amount of unemployment in the united states past and present finally a

reason for a study of labor mobility in utah county is clearly shown as

unemployment in utah county is of a magnitude to be of serious concern

to better understand the mobility of workers in utah county

this thesis looks into the historical background of the people it investi-

gates the industrial growth of utah county and its effect on mobility it
seeks important environmental aspects of utah county that could be

2.2 t
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manpower automation and training by dr reed C richardson of the uni-

versity of utah and dr J kenneth davies of brigham young university was

conducted among longtermlong unemployedterm workers in utah county with the hope

of getting these unemployed workers to accept job offers in a new location

although it fails to show the degree of mobility 5 this study shows the

work force of utah county to be relatively immobile

the results of the above study served as the basis of this

thesis 9 for it was found in the process of questioning respondents living

in utah county by questionnaire that a number of the sample had leftlef utah

county and hence proven themselves mobile consequently interest was

aroused to attempt to locate these respondents along with another group

of workers who had moved from utah county and find out why they moved fromfroal

utah county chapter V is a result of this interest it is the result

of a questionnaire sent to workers who have moved from utah county to

attempt to find differences between workers who were not mobile as shown

in the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson with workers whowh8wha were mobile represented

by the haynes study

chapter VI is devoted to summary and recommendations to improve

labor mobility as a result of the findingsfindingsinfinding in the preceding chapter it
is hoped as a result of this study that the seriousness of unemployment

in utah county can be alleviated through better mobility of workers if

greater mobility can be achieved economic conditions will be made better

for individuals living in utah county who become unemployed

review of literature on labor mobility

alfred marshall in his book principles jeof economics wrote con

t

chap e

county

on

sin
at
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4

cerningberning the mobility of workers as early as 1890 marshall wrote in the

main about economic conditions in england at that period hence his ideas

about labor mobility are somewhat narrow however marshall did touch on

one important factor he recognized the fact that workers often prove

themselves immobile due to the fact that parental and social influences

tend to hold them in one place marshall spoke of some mobility in one

social class but very little mobility between classes or between jobs

joan robinson writing in 1947 made an important contribution

to understanding the relationship between labor mobility and unemploymentunemploymentsemploymentsun

in her book essays in the theory of employment she writes one section

on the mobility of labor this work is an attempt to link together the

work of john M keynes to problems of employment or unemployment mrs

robinsons writing is difficult to understand however careful reading

and thought will show that immobility of labor is a cause of unemployment

gladys L palmer has made an important contribution to the under-

standing of why workers do or do not move in search of employment in her

book labor mobility in six cities this book was written for the com-

mittee on labor market research in 1954 and was designed to show patterns

of mobility across the united states the six cities studied in this bookboo

were chicago philadelphia los angeles san francisco st paul and new

haven mrs palmer has shown the many factors present that tend to in-

fluence the decisions of workers in making a move for example mrs

palmer has looked into skill education sex race and former work patterns

in an attempt to determine what important factors cause worker mobility

one of the best and most important works on labor mobility is

T
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5.5

found in a book by herbert S parnes entitled 5 research on labor mobility

this work was a result of the endeavor of the committee on labor market

research in 195419545 to bring together all the previous findings on labor

mobility under one cover dr parnes of the department of economics of

the ohio state university was chosen to accomplish this task herein is

found a wealth of material and information concerning labor mobility the

problems of studying labor mobility are discussed 9 and in addition problems

of the validity of information on labor mobility are carefully analyzed

parnes has a particularly good section in his book showing characteristics

of workers that either prove them to be mobile or immobile

A book of essays by E wight bakke phillip M hauser gladys L

palmer charles A myers dale yoder and clark kerr entitled labor mobilitymobill
and economic opportunitydeservesOpportunity specialdeserves mention this book published lnin

1954 discusses the whole scope of labor mobility problems and in additionadditioi

affords two excellent studies of mobility problems by myers excellent

information is given to help guide the student of mobility problems in his

thinking and analysis

during 1963 the department of labor expanded its efforts to look

into problems of labor mobility As a result of these efforts there were

a number of studies in 1963 and early 1964 to attempt to determine answers

to problems of mobility

the relationship between economic security and a workers willing-

ness to move will be studied in 1964 by the department of labor in an attempt

to show the relationship between private pension plans bonuses and sever-

ance pay u

in the middle of 1964 the department of labor plans to publish a

1.1
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6

study concerning the relationship between collective bargaining and labor

mobility many agreements reached during collective bargaining assist
unemployed workers in the form of severance pay supplemental unemploy-

ment benefits and related plans to help in times of unemployment this

study will look into these plans and their effect on labor mobility

the university of oregon will conduct a study in mid1964mid to1964

attempt to determine the relationship between unemployment benefits and

mobility this study will be correlated with the study by the department

of labor

in order to update and support current ideas the area redevelop-

ment administration will conduct a study in 1964 to attempt to determine

who the more mobile groups are in america As a result of this study it
is hoped that more mobile workers will be employedreemployedre in new areas hence

helping to solve the unemployment problem in the united states today

the daviesrichardson study already referred to was an effort

to determine what impediments existed to labor mobility in utah county

the primary purpose of this study was to determine why workers would not

take jobs in other areas in the face of lessening economic opportunities

in utah county this thesis will analyze this study in a later chapter

at present the above mentioned studies by the government are

not available however it is expected that later in 1964 or early 1965

this information will be available i

the above mentioned studies lend support to the claim that labor

US department of labor manpower research and training A

report by the secretary of labor washington US government printing office
1964 ppap 107125107 125

1

1us

1964q

1ius
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mobility is as yet an infant study much needs to be done in this area to

better enable us to improve the economic conditions in the united states

through better labor mobility this thesis is a step in that direction

more specifically this thesis will be an original study of mobile workers

from utah county utah it will compare the characteristics of workers

who were immobile in the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson with workers who were

mobile in the haynes study As a result of this work this thesis will

make recommendations to improve the mobility of workers from utah county

if this goal can be accomplished the economy of utah county will be

improved and this thesis will have been a contribution to the betterment

of workers in utah county
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CHAPTER I1

characteristics AND theoretical ASPECTS OFOE LABOR MOBILITY

the purpose of this chapter is to define the factors that

influence workers to change jobs or to remain at their present

position the chapter will be divided into two main sections

first characteristics will be discussed that have a direct bearing

on labor mobility second economic theory will be utilized to show

how the economic role of labor mobility is affected when the

assumptions of the purely competitive market are changed to those

of the competitivenoncompetitivenon the labor market in utah county will then

be compared with one of the theoretical aspects of a competitivenoncompetitivenon

labor market to show a possible reason for unemployment

definition of a mobile worker

when we speak of labor mobility we include all changes in

a workers location status or affiliation that are involved in his

earning a living as well as his ability and willingness to make such

changes mobility within the narrower field of employment itself
includes changes of industry occupation locality employer or job

however according to gladys palmer head of a project on labor

mobility for the committee on labor market research in 1951 the

concept of worker mobility is related not to the number of jobs held

but to the number of employers in a given period one job change in
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mobibobi

mobibobi

it is felt that young workers are more mobile than

old workers there are many reasons for the fact that younger men

are more prone to changes in employment than older men usually

younger men are starting into the labor force for the first time

during this initial stage many changes occur in the thinking and

the goals of younger people therefore many job changes occur

family responsibility is not as dominant an influence in younger

men and consequently they are not as reluctant to leave one job in

gladys L palmer labor mobility in six cities new
york social science research council 1954 ppap 323332 33

lgladys

9-

10 years constitutes mobility A worker who reports two or more job

changes in a ten year period is considered highly mobile

according to gladys palmer a worker may receive a number of

promotions from one employer which may require the worker to move yet

he is immobile if he remains with the same employeremployeroemployersemploy oneero example was

a man who worked as a pharmacist he was drafted into the army for

two years after which he returned to school to complete his education

following completion of his schooling he returned to work for his

original employer although a time period of nine years elapsed in

which he moved three times he was considered immobile because he

returned to work for the same employer 1

this thesis will consider a worker mobile if he or she has

made a change in industry occupation locality employer or job

since 1962 that has required movement from utah county

characteristics of worker mobility

areage

giadys
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search of another finally the younger worker is often a parttimepart

worker

time

and jobs of this nature usually entail a great deal of job

shifting

table 11 shows thethemthei amount of job shifting according to ages in a

study made by gladys palmerpalmeropaimer it should be noted that in general as age

increases the number of jobs held decreases hence we can conclude that

younger workers are more prone to job changes than older workers

TABLE 111

MEAN

1

NUMBER OF JQBS HELD BY WORKERS IN SIX CITIES
BY AGE 1940 1949a

workers in thousands

age in 1951 workers jobs

men

24 and less
253425
354435

34

455445
44

556455
54

65
64
and over

women
24 and less
253425
354435

34

455445
44

556455
54

65
64
and over

giadysgladys palmer labor mobility in six cities
science research council

2343
582
675
574
384
128

1059
333
316
250
121

39

1954 p 53

2.727
3.434
3.030
2.323
2.020
1.717

2.525
3.131
2.626
2.222
1.919
1.616

new york social

race there is little data to be found that shows differences in

worker mobility between whites and negroesNe historygroeSo has shown largescalelarge

sanford

scale

cohen labor I1 n the united states columbus charles E

merrill books inc 1960 p 356

1

generallas

2 343

1 059

mob

1sanford in

1- 1

gene rallas

27

34

30
23
20

17

25

26
22
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movements of negroes from the south to the north and this would indicate

that negro mobility is rather large there are however differences in

locating new jobs between white and negro workers and this factor would

indicate that negroes have greater difficulty in getting new jobs table

121 shows2 about 55 of negro male workers were unemployed due to job

changes while 46 of white male workers experienced unemployment due to

job changes similarly 60 of the negroes had to look for five weeks to

find employment while only 50 of the white workers required the same

amount of time in view of the discrimination shown against many

negro workers it seems logical to assume that involuntary separations

are greater among negroes than whites but we cannot be sure whether or

not negroes are more mobile on the basis of this information

TABLE 121

WEEKS

2

OF unemployment FOR JOB CHANGES

BY COLOR AND SEX 196

unemployment men women

white negro white negro

total job changes 4884 625 2335 277
percent unemployed 46.2462 55.2552 43.1431 46.6466
total unemployed 100 100 100 100
1 to 4 weeks 50.2502 37.3373 61.1611 48.8488
5 weeks and more 49.8498 62.7627 38.9389 51.2512

gertrude bancroft and stuart garfinkle job mobility in 1961 11

monthlymo labor review LXXVI no 8 washington US government printing
office august 1963 p 900

hertrudegertrude bancroft and stuart garfinkle job mobility in 1961
monthly labor review LXXVI no 8 washington US government printing
office august 1963 appp 899900899 900

1

we

1961a

2 335

mo

1963pp

462 552 431 466

502 373 gli 488
498 627 389 512
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carson found ten times as many job changes among unskilled workers as com-

pared to executives in 1938 and over fifteen times as many changes in the

same groups in 1945 these results are shown in table 131

however

3

it is the opinion of the writer of this thesis that

workers who do not have any skills or education often cannot be mobile be-

cause they simply cannot qualify for jobs that exist in other areas hence 9

we can see that in many instances unskilled workers may prove to be highly
92

immobile

TABLE 131

JOB

3

CHANGES IN RAILROAD INDUSTRY PER 100 employeesaEMPLOY

occupation

EESa

year
1938 1942 1945

executives
gang foreman
skilled workers
unskilled

i1
3
6

94

3

3
21

152

6
6

22
111lii

adanieldanielhaniel carson occupational mobility and occupational outlook

2seeasee

12

skills some studies have indicated that there is a greater

degree of worker mobility among laborers than among skilled or professional

workers in a study made in connection with railroad workers this fact

was clearly evident this study shows the number of job changes 9 per 100

workers 9 occurring in the railroad industry between the years 1938 and

southern economic journal XIV april 1948 p 418

daniel carson occupational mobility and occupational outlook
southern economic journal XIV april 1948 ppap 411419411

Q

419

see page 103 of this thesis

andl945

1

EMPLOYEES a

idaniel
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werbertherbertlH Serbert parnesfarmesparmes research on labor mobility new york
social scieqcbsciei0l research council 1954 p 123

C arnbldarttbidarnald anderonanderson J C brown and M J bowman intelligence
and occupationaloccupatiotal mobility

ac2c

13

education very little information is available concerning

whether or not education has anything to do with worker mobility parnes

summarizes the results of three studies made between 1940 and 1950 he

points out that generally the results of studies on education as a factor

in mobility are inconclusive nevertheless it is his opinionopi thatnionnian

11

in A study made by brown and bowman in 1952 it was found that

professional workers possessedpossposa aessed greater degree of education than workers

classified as unskilled they suggest that the old phrase there is

always room at the top has little meaning for according to them

men at the top are not as mobile as those on the bottom there might

be some etratatreitaptrata shifting however there is not enough of this to be

significant

alfred marshall recognized the above idea in his book principles

gil economics he said parents generally bring up their children

to occupatiotisoccupattotis in their own grade and therefore the total supply

of labour in any grade in one generationgerte isration in a great measure

determined y the numbers in that grade in the preceding generation

journal of political economy LX june 1952
ppap 218239218

alfred3alfredaifredaalfred

239

marshall principles ofojfoaf economics london macmillian
and co limited 1910 appp 217218217 218

theft is a positive correlation between mobility and the number of

years of high school and college training 11

2
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table 141 shows4 the results of some research conducted by

gladys palmer in her six city study already referred to

TABLE 141

MEN

4

AT WORK IN FATHERS occupation 195

occupation per cent

all occupations
professional
managerial
clerical
sales
crafts
operatives
services
laborers

26
19
27

9

12
35
23
12
16

giadysgladys L palmer labor mobility lenyen six cities new york
social science research council 1954 p 119

according to the results of this study on the average 26

per cent of male workers remain in their fathers occupation men in

crafts tend to remain in their fathers occupation more than any

other occupation as shown by the 35 per cent in table 141

it

4

is the writers opinion that the amount of education and

job opportunities available in the united states today tend to make

the above ideas somewhat obsolete because many workers can and do

find jobs in areas other than the social grade they were raised in

the writer of this thesis feels that education and skills

are factors that increase the mobility of workersworkersowor thiskerso is due to
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the fact that better educated workers possess necessary skills and traini-

ng to make them qualified for jobs that might require moving

sex mobility rates have been compared for men and women in

numerous studies 9 but the results of these studies are not conclusive

in general most studies have reported a higher degree of mobility among

men than among women as might be expected however 9
parnes reports there

have been many studies that have shown results just the opposite parnes

does suggest that the best study made in this area is the six city survey

conducted by gladys palmer between the years 194019491940 men1949 in san

francisco changed jobs an average of 3.030 times while women changed jobs

2.727 times in philadelphiamenPhiladelphia changed jobs an average of 2.424 times

while women changed only 2.121 times in the same period the six cities
combined show men changing jobs an average of 2.727 times and women changing

2.525 times in the same period the results of this study are shown in

table 151

TABLE

5

151

AVERAGE

5

NUMBER OF JOBS HELD IN SIX CITIES BETWEEN 1940 1949a

city

san francisco
new haven
st paul
chicago
los angeles
philadelphia
6 cities combined

giadysgladys L palmer labor
social

mob
science research council

men

3.030
2.626
2.626
2.525
3.232
2.424
2.727

ar mobility in
1954 p 54

women

2.727
2.323
2.525
2.424
3.030
2.121
2.525

six cities new york

averagenumberw

men

30

27 24

21

27

25

30
26
26

25

32
24

27

27
23
25
24

30

25
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parnes concludes despite the more than two to one preponderance

of men over women in the labor force it is probable that men make

more geographic job shifts

union effect there is widespread acceptance of the fact that

unions can and do reduce labor mobility morgan cites three main means

that unions may use to restrict entrance of workers into new trades and

hence reduce labor mobility first some unions have strict rules that

limit the number of apprentices and helpers permitted by any one firm

second some unions support license laws that require workers to show

competency as a condition of practicing a given trade third often

high admission fees are charged or cases of outright refusal of membe-

rship are found 2

kerr suggests that unions effect on labor mobility cannot be

determined unless we differentiate between the institutional rule

characteristics of craft unions and industrial unions in order to show

the labor movement between craft and industrial unions kerr gives a

graphical analysis as shown in figure 111 explaining1 the graph kerr

states

the craft union asserts proprietorship on
behalf of its members over the jobs falling within
a carefully defined occupational and geographical area 3

parneslparneslearneslP opajapjaarnes cit p 115

r

theodore morgan income and employment new york prentice
hall inc 1947 p 264

lark kerr the balkanization of labor markets in E wight
bakke et al labor mobility and economic opportunityor120rtuni new york the
technology press of massachusetts institute of technology and john wiley
and sons inc 1954 p99

l1

practicingagiven

2theodore
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in the industrial enterprise the central rule
is to each man one job and to each job one man 1

thus the craft worker moves horizontally in the
craft area and the industrial worker vertically in
the seniority area interoccupationalInter movementoccupational is
reduced for the former and employertoemployeremployer
movement

to
for

employer
the latter

FIGURE 111

LABOR

1

MOVEMENT IN CRAFT AND industrial UNIONS

0

&

u0

CRAFT

EMPLOYER UNITS

COen

i

n
8
8

0

industrial

EMPLOYER UNITS

in E wight
bakke je al labor mobility and economic opportunityopportuniopportune new york the
technology press of massachusetts institute of technology and john wiley
and sons inc 1954 p 104

shisterchister points out that there are two factors that may tend to

increase labor mobility among union membersembers first he suggests that

union members may have a greater knowledge of the work market through

bid 99

2id21bidaid 104

2

unionsa
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4
q
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formal union journals or informal oral information channelschannelsochan secondnelso

wage fixing for a long period by union powers may stimulate workers to

move to areas where wages are higher and thereby stimulate mobility it
is highly questionable if this is true for unions generally tend to foster

permanency on the part of their members

unions desire better pension plans for their members since

these plans are usually not transferrabletransfer membersrable often are hesitant to

move and lose the pension they have acquired unions may tendbend to hold

wages at a high level thereby discouraging members from seeking jobs

where wages may not be as great

seniority rights might be one important factor in limiting mobility

unions have attempted to get these rights for their members if unions

are successful in getting seniority rights for workers the workers may

be reluctant to move because they fear the loss of the job security that

seniority rights entail

theoretical aspects of labor mobility

in order to show how labor mobility might affect the economy of

utah county it is important to look into the theoretical aspects of labor

mobility first the purely competitive market will be investigated

under the conditions of pure competition we assume a high degree of labor

mobility therefore it will be shown that the intersection of the market

supply and demand curves will establish an equilibrium wage wherein no

workers will be unemployed on the other hand it will be shown that

under the nonpurelynon competitivepurely assumptions a high degree of immobility

is necessary for it will be demonstrated that if labor is immobile un

parnes op cit 5 p 126

mob

lParnes
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employment is likely to result this condition can be shown to exist in

utah county under a labormarketlabor structuremarket known as bilateral monopoly

purely competitive factor market

assumptions in order to set uptipulp a theoretical model it is

necessary to make certain assumptions the characteristics of a purely

competitive market are these 1 a homogeneous input 2 individual

sellers cannot influence price 3 a substantial degree of resources

mobility exists in the economy 4 prices are free to move without any

restraints

supply the supply of labor available in the economy is de-

pendent on 1 population 2 sex composition 3 age distribution
r

and 4 attitudes toward work

the labor market supply curve in pure competition is repre-

sented by the familiar positively sloped supply curve as shown in figure

121 this2 curve represents the workers willingness to give up leisure

in return for higher wages if higher wages are offered more workers

would be willing to offer their services

ichardrichard H leftwich the price system and resource allocation
new york holt rinehart and winston 9601960 p 169

H liebhafsky the nature of price theory homewood
the dorsey press inc 1963 p 336

pu

SU

2
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FIGURE 121

NORMAL

2

SUPPLY CURVE

WAGE S

01 QUANTITY OF LABOR

on the other hand the market supply curve for labor might be

represented by an curve as shown in figure 131

FIGURE

3

131

SPECIAL

3

theoretical SUPPLY curveacorvea

WAGE

A

A

QUANTITY OF LABOR

a harrison carter and william P snavely intermediate economic
analysis new york mcgrawhillmcgraw bookhill company inc 1961 p 288

aw
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figure 131 shows3 that for wage rates up to A the quantity of
r

labor would increase as represented by a normal supply curve from A to

A the quantity of labor would decrease this is due to the fact that at

higher wages the desire for leisure overrides the desire for additional

income hence fewer workers are willing to give their servicesservicesoservi theceso re-

versal of the slope of the curve above A indicates that at such a high

wage rate the labor mobility would increase and workers would be drawn

into this market due to high wages

marshall recognized the possibility of this phenomenon however

he suggested that this was the exception rather than the rule he felt
men would work harder and longer the higher the real rate of wages 2

demanddemands stonier and hague have pointed out

the marginal revenue productivity curve of
labor to the firm is the finrsfinisfiers demand curve
the MRP curve shows derived demand 0 the demand
for labor is derived from the demand for the pro-
duct it is helping to make

the industryindustrys demand curve for labor is the horizontal

sumrtiationsumifiation of the marginal revenue product marginal physical product of

the input times the price of the output curves for the labor of all
individual irmsfirmsarms that are a part of the market figure 141 shows4 three

fifthsfirihsfirths each having a different MRP curve assuming these firms to
C

harrison carter and william P snavelysuavely intermediate economic
anaapaspa lysis new york mcgrawhillmcgraw bookhill company inc 1961 p 288

2marshallmarshallamarshall 2 cit

1961 p 240

ke

1

r
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constitute the industry the market demand curve is the sum of the MRP

curves for the firms A B C since in the market the equilibrium wage rate

is established where the supply and demand curves intersect and the individ-

ual worker cannot influence the wage rate 3 the supply curve to the firm will
appear perfectly elastic and be equal to the wage rate the supply curve

thus represents both the average outlay and marginal outlay for the firms

FIGURE 141

derivation

4

OF MARKET DEMAND CURVE FOR LABOR UNDER PURE competition1competitions

FIRMS

A MARKETMARKITmargetmargit

MRP

ak4k

MRP

QUANTITY OF LABOR

aw harrison carter and william P snavelysuavely intermediate economic
analysis new york mcgrawhillmcgraw bookhill company inc 1961 p 290

supply and demand combined we can now combine the above concepts

of supply and demand and show how the wage rate is established in a purely

competetivecompetitivecompete markettive stonier and hague state
1 the wage of labor in a perfectly competitive

market depends on supply and demand demand is
given by the MRP curve of labor to the industry

carter and snavelysuavely op cit

competitiona1

W

0 0 01 0

B C

MRP

carter
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supply is given by a curve showing for each level
of wages the volume of labor offered wages are
determined by the intersection of these two curves

in figurel 5aaa the condition of equilibrium wage rate is shown

the intersection of the supply and demand curves sets the wage rate at a

level just sufficient to clear the market

figure 1 5bab shows the wage rate above equilibrium this

condition will be temporary for assuming a mobile labor force unem-

ployed workers will seek jobs at lower wages forcing the wage level to

equilibrium

figure 1 5cac shows the wage rate below equilibrium under this

condition employers will not be able to meet their labor needs until the

wage rate is raised and workers will tend to move into jobs paying higher

wages

FIGURE 151

equilibrium

5

WAGE RATE IN PURE competition

A

WAGE

QUANTITY OF LABOR

stonier and hague op cit p 251

f or

B C

1stonier hagpe92
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thus under conditions of pure competition the wage rate will be

set in such a fashion that temporary disequilibrium may appear but assuming

a mobile work force adjustments in the labor force would soon bring a re-

turn to equilibrium at normal profits

it should be noted that the above analysis can be applied to the

competitivenoncompetitivenon case as well the main difference is found in the fact

that the immobile work force indicative of nonpurelynon competitivepurely market

would experience unemployment if more workers were supplied than were

demanded this will be explained in greater detail in the analysis to

foilowfollowboilow

competitivenoncompetitivenon factor markets

one of the basic characteristics of competitivenoncompetitivenon markets

is that the mobility of labor is restricted if labor is highly mobile

the labor market would be so large that firms would bid for the services

of labor making monopsonistic wage setting impossible in this analysis

we include monopsonistic competition and oligopsony both on the buyers

side of the market the situation in the market known as monopsonistic

competition suggests a large number of employers who realize they face a

supply schedule of labor that is less than perfectly elastic while a

situation known as oligopsony suggests a small number of firms seeking

workers and faced by a less than perfectly elastic supply schedule the

graphical analysis is basically the same the only difference being the

number of firms seeking the services of workers

monopsonistic labor market the condition we are concerned with

prof its
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here is of little importance in our economy today 9 however it should be

recognized that some areas in the united states experience conditions that

could be classified as a monopsonistic labor market for example in some

areas of the south or in other parts of the country where one product is

the only significant factor in the local isolated economy there may exist

a monopsonistic labor market in order to have a monopsonistic labor

market a one horse town would be required where worker mobility is

nearly zero and a dominant employer would have monopsonistic powers in the

labor market many universities have monopsonistic powers over the workers

they employ these workers usually being students

figure 161 shows6 a monopsonistic labor market situation

FIGURE 161

monopsonistic

6

LABOR marketaMARKETmargeta

WAGE A

aalfredalfredaifredulfred W stonier and douglas C hague A textbook of economic
theory new york john wiley and sons inc 1961 p 265

A
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in this market the firms market supply curve is represented by

the upward sloping average wage curve AW as the firms supply curve for

labor is also the industrys supply curve for labor and therefore for more

workers to be hired a higher wage must be paid to them since the average

wage curve slopes upward to the right the marginal wage MW must be

above it the optimum quantity of labor for the market to hire is ON

determined by the intersection of the MW and MRP curves for at this

quantity of workers the last worker hired will return a value of output

equal to his wage the wage paid will be determined by the AW curve

which lies below the MW curve or OW

under these conditions the amount an employer monopsonistopsonistmon will

pay depends in part on the mobility of the workers if there are no

possible alternatives for workers the wage rate may be as low as OW

if there is some degree of mobility or if union pressures are present

the wage rate may be forced up to OW and the number of workers to ON

if thereisereistheresth a great degreedegr ofee mobility monopsonistopsonistmon power will vanishthusvanish

the

thus

conditions of pure competition will be approached and the firm will

face a perfectly elastic supply curve

in discussing a monopsonistic labor market MM bober says

the nature of the monopsonistic labor market
is one in which labor is not organized and the
geographical mobility of labor is limited

1956 ppap 348349

curveor

owand

there is greatdegr

ana
19 56

im-
mobility of labor is an essential condition of a

1

john F due intermediate economic analysis homewood
richard D irwin inc 348- 349349

awand
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monopsony market if labor is ready to move to greener
pastures the single large employer will possess no
unique power in hiring labor let him offer a lower
wage than is customary elsewhere and the fluid labor
force may melt away from his plant I1

it is clear that in monopsonistic labor markets the degree of

worker mobility is a key factor in the determination of the quantity of

workers employed and the wage rate they areire paid under monopsonistic

labor markets there will be fewer workers hired and these workers will be

paid a lower wage than under conditions of a purely competitive labor

market this will be more precisely demonstrated in the section that

follows

bilateral monopolymonoroly A labormarketlabor structuremarket in which monopoly

elements prevail both in the hiring and lnin the sale of labor is known as

a bilateral monopoly in the labor market since the passage of the

wagner act in 1935 according to some economists this type market has

become the most important of the competitivenoncompetitivenon markets in utah county

this type market may greatly influence the nature of the labor market

united states steel corporation at orem utah and the united steelworkers

of america represent a bilateral monopoly situation figure 171 shows7 the

diagrammatic representation of a bilateral monopoly

M bober price and income theory new york W W norton
and company inc 1962 p 363

MonoRoly

lre
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FIGURE 171

ILATERALBILATERAL

7

MONOPOLY a

WAGIWAGE

eae1 E

QUANTITY OF LABOR

aw harrisonharrlson cartercarcer and william P snaverlyaverlyswaverlySn intermediate economic
analysis new york mcgrawhillmcgraw bookhill company inc 1961 p 300

the D and S curves represent the demand and supply curves

respectively that would exist in a purely competitive labor market under

these conditions the wage would be OW and the number of workers hired

would be OE A monopsonistic market can be represented in the figure

above by demonstrating that the wage would be OW and the number of

workers hired would be OE

if a market existed that contained both monopoly and monopsony

forces bilateral monopoly the wage rate and number of workers employed

would be dependent on the relative bargaining powers of the union on the

one hand and the employer on the other if the employer were the stronger

the wage rate would be between OWOWI and OW with the quantityantityantiey of labor

somewhere between OE and oeiWEIwet if the union were in the stronger

B

car t6r andwilliani

W

WE

qu
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position the wage rate would be above OW and the number of workers hired

would be less than OE if the union could bargain for a wage higher than

ow11 the quantity of employment would be even less than the monopsony level

of OEoe9 1

at the united states steel corporation in orem utah the steel

union may have been able to keep wages at a high level thereby causing

fewer workers to be employed theoretically speaking it is true that

steelworkers probably make up the bulk of the unemployed in utah county

see table 484 therefore8 it is evident that theoretical aspects are

important in an analysis of labor mobility in utah county for theoretically

speaking bilateral monopoly may exist in utah county and may be one factor

leading to unemployment

conclusions

labor mobility is an important part of economic theory under

conditions of pure competition workers are assumed to be mobile hence

unemployment will not exist in any given area in nonpurelynon competitivepurely

markets a high degree of immobility is assumed to exist therefore unem-

ployment can exist under these conditions it has been shown that bilateralbilaterc
monopoly might be a factor in causing unemployment in utah county and if

labor is immobile unemployment may be increased under this situation

carter and snavely op cit
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CHAPTER II11

WHY STUDY LABOR MOBILITY

this chapter will be devoted to answering why study labor

mobility the chapter will recognize the fact that immobility is

one important factor leading to unemployment and is therefore a

serious problem in the american economy

the chapter will have four main purposes 1 to show the

importance of studying labor mobility 2 to show that labor immobility

is an important factor in causing unemployment 3 to investigate the

importance of unemployment in our economy 4 to show how this analysis

applies to utah county utah

importance of labor mobility

economistsEconomist task the study of labor mobility has a twofoldtwo

task

fold

for economists first the theoretical aspects are important the

economist is always striving to find answers to questions that are re-

lated to the explanation of what makes the economy work to do this it
is necessary to know the reaction of workers to economic incentives

certainly no economic theory is complete if the reaction of workers is

not known in relation to job opportunities differences in wages in various

areas and job improvement in studying labor mobility economists are

seeking answers to questions that have a definite effect on our economic

social and political life the economist can be of real service to em-

ployers in helping him know the factors involved in getting and keeping

mobil

18
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workers the economist can serve employment services by pointing out

what skills or experience are transferable and which workers would move

if the problem arose the economist can assist by informing vocational

schools of programs that will serve the needs of the communitycommunit

government interest the government is seriously concerned

with mobility problems especially as they relate to manpower resources

during periods of planned mobilization changes in the demand for labor

requires a great amount of shifting of workers from one plant occupation

industry or locality to another some of this required shifting can be

accomplished by defense contract awards allocation of scarce materials

to selected industries or encouragement of plantpiant relocation however a

great deal of the rearrangement of the labor force must come by voluntary

movement of workers mobility therefore it is essential to know how

much voluntary movement can be expected and in which direction the move-

ment might occur 2 in addition the government is concerned with the

amount of unemployment in the united states this thesis will show that

labor immobility is one important cause of unemployment therefore the

government is interested in labor mobility

preservation of the american economic system many authors have

suggested that the free choice of individuals as to where and for whom

they work and of employers as to whom they will hire is one of the most

important factors in our free enterprise system E wight bakke sterling

professor of economics and director of the labor and management center

palmeralmerpaimeraimer op cit p 1

2ljb id 2
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yale universitysuggests

the free movement of labor is in large part
responsible for the flexibility with which millions
of people and an amazing number and variety of jobs
have been matched for the vast potential of enter-
prise initiative incentive invention and for self
development and acquisition of skills which contri-
bute greatly to our economic development

in addition bakke suggests that the mobility of american labor

has lead to development of typical family political religious educ-

ational and social institutions characteristic of our western society 2

important facts relating to labor mobility bakke gives eight

factors that responsible economists and citizens should consider when

determining the importance of studying labor mobility

1 free movement of labor is essential for a free enterprise

society

2 mobility has been an important if not controlling factor

in the development of our present economic political and social institu-

tions

3 our way of living has habits associated with it that tend

to restrict spontaneous mobility at the same time our way of living

provides certainties and security essential to satisfactory and

effective life and work

4 some degree of mobility is essential to maintain stability

and effectiveness of economic operation

IE wight bakke e al labor mobility and economic opportunity
new york the technology press of massachusetts institute of technology

and john wiley & sons inc 1954 p 3

bid 5 3
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university suggests
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G growthrowthcrowth in the book goals for americans

herbert stein and edward R denison suggest that the elimination of ob-

stacles to mobility would increase the rate of the growth of productive

efficiency measured by output per unit of input they state increased

mobility of labor would help to bring the actual distribution of
2resources closer to the optimum

in attaining this optimum distribution by increased labor mobility stein

and denison give two possible solutions 1 better counseling of students

going into the work force to give better mobility 2 transfefabilitytransferability of

pension rights would help workers in making decisions of whether or not to

move it is recognized that programs of this nature may prove costly and

therefore may offset the desired results the important fact is that

increased labor mobility can contribute to the increased growth of the

american economy3economyeconomys

bidibid

3

6

the report of the presidents commission on national goals
goals for americans columbia university prenticehallprentice inchall 1960
p 186

bid 1 186

webave

to

112

1

31bid0
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5 the necessity of maximum utilization of our resources

forces us to study labor mobility

6 previously we havehame not had facts that have enabled us to

study labor mobility this data is now available

7 utilization of these facts will enable us to improve our

economy

8 we can strengthen our economy by adequately and efficiently

distributing our labor resources

relation llo
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in an attempt to apply the

principles of john M keynes book the general theothe ry ojof employment

interestIn andteresi moneymones joan robinsonRobirobl contributesnisonfison a valuable work to under-

standing the impact of labor mobility on the american economy robinson

states

it is sometimes maintained that the causes of
unemployment can be divided into two distinct groups

1 factors which show themselves in a low level of
effective demand 2 frictions which prevent workers
from moving from place to place and from trade to trade
in search of employment 1

effective demand is simply the desire to buy coupled with the

ability to pay 2 keynes defines effective demand in this manner the

value at the point of the aggregate demand functionfunctiqn where it is

intersected by the aggregate supply function

the frictions mrs robinson refers to are found in the fact that

the labor force often becomes highly specialized and thereby resists move-

ment into unfamiliar jobs in addition workers often feel that things

will get better even though many are unemployed therefore they will not

move waiting for an improvement in employment

joan robinson essays in the theory of employmentemalaempla oxfordment
basil blackwell 1947 p 29

harold S sloan and arnold J zurcher dictjonarv of
1953 p 107

john maynard keynes the general theorytheor of025 EM 1employment interest
and moneymona new york harcourt bracetrace and company 1935 p 25

relations labor mobility andand unemployment

effective demand and frictionsandfrictions
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robinson suggests that immobility may obstruct the expansion of

effective demand in three ways 1 if labor is immobile a monopsonists

profits will be enhanced it followsfoil thatlowslovs if profits are high interest

rates will rise with rising interest rates savings will increase and

investments decrease increased savings and decreased investment lowers

effective demand consequently unemployment will result 2 if no

monopsony exists immobility of labor will enhance the tendency for money

wages to rise if effective demand increases however a rise in moheybohey

wages will check the expansion of effective demand by forcing up the

rate of interest and reducing the balance of trade hence investment

will contract resulting in less workers being hired 3 if labor is

immobile there is a limit to the amount investment industry can expand due

to lack of workers since the amount the investment industry expands has

a direct bearing on the expansion of the capital goods industry we find

a limit to effective demand therefore a cause of unemployment due to

immobility of labor to aimslimeimelm up this analysis robinson states

therefore unemployment may be said to be due to lack of mobility

modern view of the relationshiprelationshirelationship of unemployment and mobilityMobil

lowell E gallaway professor of economics at the university of minnesota

has written an article concerning mobility and unemployment in which he

suggests that the american economy is failing to perform its role as an

allocator of labor As a result unemployment rates have been shifting

robinsonobinson

industryexpands

capitalgoods

andmobilRelation shishlp
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upward over the past years one possible explanation he suggests 9 for the

increase in unemployment is the failure of the labor market to shift from

one sector of the economy to another it is apparent that professor

gallaway feels that a lack of mobility on th part of labor is a signifi-

cant cause of unemployment in the american economy today

importance of unemployment in the economy of america

in order to link together the importance of labor mobility in

the united states and unemployment it is necessary to look at the de-

gree of unemployment in the united states over the past years

unemployment trends i the united states since 1900 tabletabie 212

shows

1

the per cent of the work force unemployed in the united states since

1900 the highest percentage of unemployment in the united states was be-

tween 1931 and 1940 this was the era of the great depression during

the war years 1941 to 1945 unemployment was at an extremely low level

in fact reaching as low as 1.212 per cent since world war 11II the per cent

of unemployment in the united states has fluctuated with the business

cycle showing larger percentages of unemployment during recession and less

during recovery the largest amount of unemployment was reached during the

recession of 1958 when we had 6.868 per cent of our labor force unemployed

lowell E gallaway labor mobility resource allocation and
structural unemployment american economic review LIII sept 1963
p 694

the
1

unemploy ent

in 1900table

1

68
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TABLE 21
unemployment RATES prevailing IN THE UNITED STATES 1900 1961a6161gietcl61

per cent

1900
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

1910
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1920

rational bureau of economic
behavior of
ppap 455456455

5.050

456

2.424
2.727
2.626
4.848
3.131
0.808
1.818
8.585
5.252
5.959
6.262
5.252
4.444
8.080
9.797
4.848
4.848
1.414
2.323
4.040

unemployment

1921
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

1930
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

1940
41

new jersey

11.9119
7.676
3.232
5.555
4.040
lg19ig1.919
4.141
4.444
3.232
8.787

15.9159
23.6236
24.9249
21721721.7
20.1201
16.9169
14.3143
19.0190
17217.2
14.6146
9.999

research
princeton

1942
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

1950
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

1960
61
62
63

the measurement
university press

4.747
1.919
1.212
1.919
3.939
3.636
3.434
5.555
5.050
3.030
2.727
2.525
2.525
4.040
3.838
43134.313
6.868
5.555
5.656
6.767
5.858
5.858

and
1957

figures for 195761 represent per cent of civilian labor un-
employed 1962 statistical abstract

according to a recent publication of the american federation of

labor and congress of industrial organization certain trends are apparent

in the american labor market

between 1953 and 1962 the civilian labor force rose 8 million

over this same period employment increased only 5.858 million the number

of unemployed over this period rose from 1.919 million to 4 million or a

2 1

40

40

17 2

bfigures 1957- 61

50
24

27
26
48
31
08
18

85
52

59
62
52
44
80
97

48
48
14

23

40

ilg
76
32
55

41
44
32
87

159
236
249

201
169
143

172
146

47

12

39

36

34

55
50
30
27
25
25

38

68
55
56
67
58

58

58
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rise of 21 million workers

figure 212 shows1 this trend graphically over the period of 1953

to 1963 demonstrating an upward trend

FIGURE 212

RISING

1

TREND OF unemploymentaUNEMPLOY

millions
MENTa

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

V S department of labor

A study made by the survey research center of the university of

michigan reveals some interesting information on unemployment during the

recession of 196019611960 nearly1961 14.5145 per cent of the nations 55 million

families suffered some unemployment approximately one out of every five

families had some unemployment or short hours during this period approxi-

mately 30 per cent of all wage and salary earner families were affected by

labor looks at the nations economy go report of the executive
council of the AFLCIOAFL fifthCIO convention new york new york november
1963 pt7pta

1

6

5

4

3

2

1

195 4

au

po 7

145
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unemployment during the years 196019611960 11961

former presidents views on unemployment president franklin

D roosevelt in formulating the atlantic charter in 1941 said

the people at home and the people at the front
men and women are wondering about the third freedon
freedom from want to them it means that when they are
mustered out when war production is converted to the
economy of peace they will have the right to expect
full employment for themselves and for all ablebodiedable
men

bodied
and women in america who want to work 2

employmentemremp actloymentlotment our nations concern over unemployment

was demonstrated by the passage of public law 304 79th79h congress known

as the employment act of 1946 11 this law makes it the policy of the

government of the united states to

declare that it is the continuing policy and
responsibility of the federal government to use all
practicable means for the purpose of creating and
maintaining conditions under which there will be
afforded useful employment opportunities for those
able willing and seeking employment production and
purchasing power J3

economic report of the presidentthepresident in the economic report of the

president 1962 the importance of labor mobility in regard to unemploy-

ment is clearly recognized

maximum employment and production depend not
only on the success of stabilization policy

l1bid3ibldlebid 9

henry M wriston challenge to freedom new yorkyorkeyorks harper
bros 1943 p 145

S statutes at larrelarge LX 23

right

i s

cha11

aht
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maintaining demand at appropriate levels but
also on the mobility of labor and other pro-
ductive

thus measures to improve
the mobility of resources enable stabilization
policy to aim at and to attain higher levels
of employment and production such measures are
a basic part of the administrations economic
program

the position of the government of the united states is clearly

defined concerning unemployment we are obligated to adopt policies

and to utilize economic knowledge to secure a reasonable level of em-

ployment for our men and women the preceding statement suggests that

one important way to achieve this goal is through better mobility of the

american labor force which will result in less unemployment

importance of unemployment idl utah county utah

utah county utah is characterized by a labor market dominated

by a basic steel mill where unemployment has been rising since 1957 un-

employment for the county has been between 3.636 per cent and 8.585 per cent

since 1957 this is compared to utah as a whole which has experienced

from 3.535 per cent to 52 per cent since 1957 because of this poor record

utah county has been designated as an area of substantial unemployment

under the public works acceleration act

amount of unemployment in utah county utah in order to show

the seriousness of unemployment in utah county records of the employment

lu s economic report f the president 1962 washington
U S government printing office 1962 p 92

2J kennethgenneth davies and reed C richardson impediment to labor
mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed co richardson university
of utah 1963 p 1

1

in

5 2

2

C

1 U R of

jkenneth
reedcC

36 85
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security office in provo utah were studied and tables were derived from

available data table 222 shows2 the average monthly numbers and percentages

of unemployed workers in utah county the figures include unemployed workers

who have registered with the employment security office and an estimate of

workers who are unemployed but not registered with the office since 1957

the per cent rate of unemployment in utah county has often exceeded 6.565
per cent reaching a high in 1961 of 8.585 per cent in a free market

economy such as the american economy represents figures such as these

are very serious

TABLE 222

AVERAGE

2

NUMBER OF WORKERS PER MONTH unemployed IN UTAH COUNTY

AND AVERAGE unemployment RATE PER YEAR 195019631950 a1963

year

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

average number unemployed

1805
1037
1360
1093
1659
1175
1038
1160
2692
2160
2520
2892
2692
2537

rate average

6.969
3.939
5.353
4.040
6.060
4.040
3.535
3.636
8.282
6.565
7.373
8.585
7.979
7.373

Q

statistical unemployment records of the employment security
office provo utah larry wardle

40

40

7 3.3

astatistical

65

85

39

53

35

36
82
65
73
85

79
73
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table 232 clearly3 shows the seriousness of unemployment in utah

county in nearly every year since 1950 utah countys unemployment percent-

ages have been higher than either national figures or state figures utah

county has experienced an average unemployment percentage of 5.959 and

since 1958 unemployment has averaged 7.676 per cent

TABLE 232

comparison

3

OFOV unemployment RATES IN THE UNITED STATES
UTAH AND UTAH COUNTY 195019631950

year

1963

I1

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

average

united

6

3
2
2
2

4
3
4
6

5
5
6
5
5

4

states

0.0
0.0
7.7

5.5

5.5

0.0
8.8

3.3

8.8

5.5

6.6

7.7

8.8

8.8

7.7

ut

5
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
5
4
4
4
4
4

4

ah

3
0
1

1

0-
9

4
5
2
4
6

9

5
8

2

utah county

6.969
3.939
5.353
4.040
6.060

utah

6o

59

76

39
53

35
36
82
65

73
85

79
73

59

12 17

53
30

27 31
25 31
25 50
40 39

34
43 35
68 52
55 44

56 46
67 49

58 45
58 48

47 42

4.040
3.535
3.636
8.282
6.565
7.373
8.585
7.979
7.373

5.959

As a result of table 232 we3 can conclude that unemployment in

utah county has consistently been higher than either the nation or the

state between the years 1950 and 1963 utah county unemployment has

averaged 1.212 per cent higher than the national average and 1.717 higher

than the state average

3.030
2.727 3.131
2.525 3.131 40

2.525 5.050
4.040 3.939 40

3.434
4.343 3.535
6.868 5.252
5.555 4.444
5.656 4.646
6.767 4.949
5.858 4.545
5.858 4.848

4.747 4.242
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unemployment benefits paid in utah county the full impact of

the seriousness of unemployment in utah county cannot be realized until the

number of claimants for unemployment benefits at the employment security

office provo utah is studied table 242 shows4 the actual number of un-

employed workers filing for unemployment insurance during the years 1954-

1963 it should be noted that in 1960 the weekly benefits were extended

by state law from 26 weeks to 36 weeks careful study of this table will

show the seriousness of unemployment in utah county A general trend is

obvious in nearly every case there has been an increase in the number

of claimants filing for unemployment insurance in every benefit period

since 1954

TABLE 242

DURATION

4

OF BENEFITS FOR unemployment INSURANCE CLAIMANTS BY NUMBER

OF FULL WEEKS IN UTAH COUNTY 195419631954 a1963

weeks of
benefits number of workers claiming benefits peryear

1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

I1

312 627 1244 1230 1112 313 1359 1448 2019 1639
2 1231 1194 107611076 1037 1044 1414 1050 1135 1601 1144
3 819 1094 890 1439 991 1083 993 1049 13521135215352 1108
4 734 1238 964 818 896 1167 971 989 902 1116
5 636 1184 762 704 853 1026 909 1000 881 102415024
6 564 1054 679 697 753 937 863 973 813 1037
7 558 1184 624 621 690 819 829 853 1027 1115
8 577 1054 547 634 693 842 855 808 769 836
9 517 875 583 561 600 815 826 823 793 883

10 493 928 507 491 595 821 1188 1463 1548 1342
11 439 781 482 474 591 798 780 720 719 759
12 438 762 435 465 574 738 1188 1340 1437 1300
13 403 723 437 404 534 653 689 580 605 642
14 409 643 444 452 530 694 1173 1398 1384 1398
15 871 636 869 737 995 660 1149 510 456 532
16 505 564 425 496 663 1115 880 1085 1222 1044
17 487 1418 449 497 670 780 516 391 318 375

cou

durat10n0fbenefitsf0r

per year

1 312 1627 313
1 231

1 054 1 037

1 398
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19 304 764 420 505 785 734 526 313 230 323
20 515 668 310 403 556 907 657 836 651 640
21 471 454 271 303 516 667 380 239 158 213
22 213 563 196 322 417 589 392 662 456 419
23 382 503 212 152 372 526 188 157 110 123
24 306 284 159 138 303 519 202 122 98 140
25 120 434 103 161 309 390 280 491 412 392
26 685 356 410 524 106815068 13851 487385 109 251 93
27 45 94 85 96
28 39 97 69 75
29 31 244 77 84
30 135 50 287 300
31 22 73 89 43
32 26 45 58 41
33 19 43 37 45
34 18 57 35 49
35 25 445 32 57
36 288 445 536 793

hearlynearlywearly insurance claims records of employment security off ice a

provo utah

table 252 shows5 the average duration of all claimants benefits

on a yearly basis this table gives some indication of the length of un-

employment on the average of all utah county unemployed workers A

trend is evident in table 252 since5 1954 the average duration of unemploy-

ment benefits has steadily shown an upward trend the years 1960 and 1962

represent a slight decline in benefits however the general trend is in an

upward direction

numberof per year

18 513 813 550

office

o0

Numberof

44

sis 704 992 850 55

.4444

TABLE 24continued2

weeks

4

of

continued

benefits number of workers claiming benefits peryear
1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

TS 513 708 408 456 621
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TABLE 25
AVERAGE WEEKS DURATION OF unemployment BENEFITS OF ALL CLAIMANTS

195419631954

year

1963

weeks duration average

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

9.68968
9.47947
7.82782
8.19819819

10.4310431043
10.4510451045
8.09809809

10.061006loog
9.59959959

12.5012501250

Q

yearly unemployment benefit records of employment security
office provoprove utah

conclusions

the problem of labor mobility is a serious and important one in

the american economy today labor immobility is one factor leading to

unemployment the government of the united states is seriously concerned

with problems associated with labor mobility and proper resource allo-

cation unemployment in the nation as a wholewhoie and utah county

specifically is a serious problem one important means to help solve

the unemployment problem is better labor mobility thus the importance of

the question why study labor mobility

2 5

averageweeks

ayearly

who le

1963a
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CHAPTER 111IIIlillii
IMPORTANT historical industrial AND environmentalandenvironmental influences

ON LABOR MOBILITY IN UTAH COUNTY

the purpose of this chapter is to identify important historical 9

industrial and environmental influences in utah county that may affect

labor mobility the chapter will be divided into three main sections

first the historical development of utah county will be examined so far

as it applies to labor mobility in this section of the chapter the

main area of interest will be the influence the early pioneers have

had on the population of utah county second the industrial develop-

ment of utah county will be looked into to show the growth and potential

of utah county and its relationship to labor mobility third such

environmental influences as education climate recreation small cities

agrarian economy as well as fishing and hunting in utah county will be

studied to show the importance of factors present that may have an in-

fluence on labor mobility

historical influences of the population As they affect
labor mobility

earisearlyeavis history and settlers the first known record of white

visitorsvisitor to utah valley the major part of utah county were two spanish

explorers father silvestre velez de escalante and father francisco

alanasioatanasioAlaaia dominqueznasio who traveled through the valley in 1776 the next

important group of men to enter and explore the valley were the mountain

importanthistorical

mob

ear

s

al
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men of the ashleyhenryashley furhenry company in about 1825

the first account of any interest in settling utah valley is

recorded in the autobiography of parley P pratt pratt records that he 5

john higbee and others were sent by brigham young to utah lake in 1847 to

explore and determine the possibility of future settlements there the

party reported the area to be well suited for colonization

in march 1849 president young sent john S higbee and some

thirty families numbering 150 souls to found provo city on the third

of april the new mormon settlers commenced to build fort utah near the
2site where now stands the modern city of provo utah

in 1850 utah county population was 2026 by 1900 the county

had grown to 32456 and at the beginning of world war II11 the population

stood at 57382 the last census 1960 shows the total population at

106991 making a growth from about 2000 to almost 107000 in 110 years

these figures are shown in table 313 31

memories that live compiled by emma N huff 9 daughters
of utah pioneers 1947 ppap 172017

2

20

marinus jensen history f provo utah provo new century
publishing company 1924 ppap 313531

J

35

kenneth davies the utah county labor movement

1

of

s
un-

published Mastermasters thesisthes economicsi department brigham young university
1950 ppap 151615 16

ls
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TABLE 313

population

1

OF UTAH COUNTY 185019601850

year

1960

population

1850 a

60
70
80
90

1900
10
20
30
40
50 b

60

measures of economic chanreschanges in utah 18471947 utah

2026
8248

12203
17973
23576823768
32545632456
37942375942
40792
49021495021
57382575382
8191281

1069911065991
912

modern

ameasures

characteristics of the population table 313 above1

shows the remarkable rate of growth in utah county from 1940 to 1950

there was an increase of 24475 people or a 42.6426 per cent increase

between the years 1950 and 1960 there was an increase of 24865 people

or an increase of 31.1311 per cent these figures represent nearly twice

the state growth and three times the national growth rate

because of religious influences utah county population patterns

are different than patterns in other areas of the nation table 323

shows

2

the breakdown of all religious bodies in utah county for the

years 1916 1926 and 1936 the most significant fact shown is the over

1850a
8 248

12 203
17 973

economicchanges
economic and business review university of utah 1947 p 11

butah department af6f employment security utah county occupations
19595 p 6

1847 1947

426

311
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whelming majority of latterdaylatter saintsday mormonscormonsMor

TABLE

mons

323

THE

2

RELIGIOUS composition OF UTAH COUNTY 1916 1926 19368

denomination

all
baptist
congregational and christian
latterdaylatter saintsday
latterdaylatter saintsreorganizedsaintsday
methodist

reorganized

protestant episcopal
roman catholic
presbyterian
all others

1916

28062
54

115
27431

132
59

1.30130
90

133
18

1926

43299

125
42459425459 39592395592

192
313
120
120

1936

40242405242

132

102
225
191
191

religious bodies U S department of commerce bureau of
census 1916 1926 1936

these figures are highly questionable due to the fact that
they show decreases in population during the period of 192619361926

unfortunately

1936

figures of this nature are not available after

1936 because the government discontinued this aspect of the census how-

ever the chamber of commerce provo utah reports about 79000 people or

75 per cent of the present population of utah county is composed of latter
day saints A study made in 196319639 by howard neilsen indicates the per-

centage of mormons living in provo utah the largest city in utah county

to be 81.5815 per cent or over 29000 people

aj1j kenneth davies the mormon church its middleclassmiddle
propensities

class
review of religious research IV no 2 winter 1963

p 85

1936
a

43 299

19265

1

J

130

815
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this extremely high percentage of mormons may suggest a highly

immobile population most mormons are known to have strong family ties

these family ties tend to keep family units together hence an immobile

population results the mormon church affords its members the opportunity

to work in the various organizations offered by the church these organi-

zations such as primary relief society and mutual improvement association

all tend to foster close friendships and community ties hence mormon

workers may be reluctant to move and leave these desirable conditions

on the other hand it should be pointed out that the mormon pop-

ulation in utah county has steadily changed since the pioneers first
entered utah valleyliley in 1849 there has been a change from an agrarian

economy to a more industrial economy which may tend to make the population

more mobile as workers become more skilled in addition mormons are

noted to be well educated therefore a better educated population may

lead to a more mobile one also the growth of the mqrmonmprmonmarmon church has

placed churches in nearly every part of the nation hence the lack of a

mormon church in any particular area has been minimized which may be

an important factor to a mormon in a decision to move

the great majority of mormonscormonsMor asmons indicated above leads to

some social problems nonmormonsnon oftenmormons resent the majority of mormons

and the influence they have in utah county nonmormonnon workersmormon sometimes

feel employers are partial and show favoritism to mormon workers which

may lead to frictions between mormons and nonmormonsnon inmormons utah county

this problem will be shown in more detail in chaptervof this thesis

under the heading of reasons for leaving utah county

org anizationsanimations

vc

chapter vof

zat ions

bof
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occumccupiedpled highbehighpercentagepercentage of oner occupied homes in utah county

suggests a more immobile work force according to the utah county planning

commission all these factors produce a labor force that is high in

productivity low in mobility

evonerovoner

axinpxin ting
cuip2uip

gtonagton

butah4utah
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on the other hand there is a relatively young population living

in utah county which would suggest a mobile populationpopulate the united states

census ofojeole015 populationlation 1960 reports the median age in utah county was 21 2

years of age

versatile easy to train and amiable

U S bureau of the census U S census jfof populationPolu 1960lation
utah washington U S government printing office 1961 p 50

U S bureau of the census statistical abstract of the united
states 1963 washington U S government printing office 1963 p 24

bid 756

jtahatah county planningflanning commission your plant location in greater
utah valley utah unpublished booklet 1955 ppap 4646194 gid6196

1 thisthithl figure is somewhat askewedbecause in 1960 there were

11744 students enrolled at brigham young university who would be included

in the calculation of the median age for 1960 it should be noted that of

the 11744 students enrolled at the university only those who were not

residents bfof utah county would tend to misrepresent the figure for median

age the median age in the nation in 1960 was 29.5295 2

another interesting and important characteristic dfof utah county

that may affect labor mobility is the fact that 73 per cent qfaf the houses

in utah county are owner occupied by way of comparison nationalnationa1 figures

indicate that 61.9619 per cent of all homes in the united states are owner

occupied 3 the high

s askewed because

1960was

utahcounty

traln 4

au1u s1
governmeerime nt

bu apaurpau
washin

31bi 1.1

popula tlignionlon

295

sa

21221.2
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industrial growth in utah countycounts and its effect on labor mobility

early growthgrowths the industrial development of utah county took

place very slowly the mormon pioneer culture that was established in

1849 was not conducive to any great strides in industrial growthogrowthgrowthy the

only industries of importance in the earlyeaily history of utah county were a

grist mill a small sash factory three buzz saws three blacksmith shops

three shoe makers two tailor shops one meat market two general stores

and two lime klins

odell scott writing a masters thesis in 1951 made a study of

the economic history of provoprove utah he reports that the first industrial

concern of the early pioneers was building materials to satisfy this

need a number of brick manufacturing firms came into being along withwitha a

few sawmills to manufacture lumber products another of the pioneers

first considerations was the manufacture of cloth which is described in

more detail below scott points out there were many various businesses

started in utah county in the early period of growth some of these

businesses were leather goods earthenware blacksmiths a foundry to cast
2iron machinery mining and a few newspapers

it was not until the coming of the railroad to the county in 1873

that industrial growth really came to utah county the railroad made it
possible to bring the heavy equipment and machines necessary for industri-

alization into the area

he millenialmillennialMil starlenial vol XV p 286

dellod611 E scott economic history of provo utah 184919001849 n1900
unpublishedpublishedun masters thesis history department brigham young university

1951 ppap 618261 82

co mobili

E

ithe
2 sco tt

ma s ters

aliza tion
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the first important manufacturing establishment was the provo

woolen mills on june 1 1869 a company was organized and named the

timpanogosTimpano manufacturinggos company A 0 smoot was named the first super-

intendent of the new venture in 1889 a reorganization took place 9

changing the name to the provo woolen mills company and installing myron

tanner as superintendent

at its peak the company employed about 200 workers and had a

yearly production of about 200000 in 1918 a fire destroyed most of the

building and equipment and the business went downhill until its closing in

1930

in 1866 a brickmaking firm came into being in provo in order

to satisfy the demand for brick homes being built philander calton made

and burned the first kiln of brick this venture grew until the business

becamelbecame incorporated into the provo brick and tile company

in 1870 AD smoot organized the company of paxman and smoot

which dealt lnin a small scale business of lumber lath shingles and coal

in 1878 this company was incorporated under the name of provo lumber

manufacturing and building company

in 1885 the provo foundry and machine company was incorporated

this business was successful until the depression of the middle 1890s

in 1903 thomas F pierpont reorganized the company under the same name and

continued operations

A number of smaller companies was established during this era

these include the startup candy company hoover candy company hansen

catering company harnessmakersharness potteriesmakers provo ice and storage company

silk culture and a small scale automobile industry started by A F ahlander

in tendent
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blaine F gunn an economic analysis of utah county as an
industrial location with particular reference to manufacturing

ljensenajensen op cit
2blaineablaine

54

in 1881
1

in general the early industrial growth of utah county was slow

and hampered by a lack of sufficient capital however 9 a base was

established for further industrial growth

modern industrialization 190019641900 1964 this period is marked by

more rapid growth and industrialization due to greater dependence on

outside capital and government projects

in 1900 plans were laid for the strawberry valley project which

was completed in 1915 this project financed under the federal

reclamation act of 1902 brought to utah county the potential of additional

water supplies and in addition provided hydroelectric power for the

development of manufacturing

in 1941 the deer creek reservoir was completed at a cost cf

15000000 this project is a significant part of the industrialization

of utah county for the 150000 acre feet of water stored in the reservoir
r

made a suitable water supply for the geneva steel works full utiliza-

tion of the useableuseabl water in deer creek reservoir has not been made by

geneva steel plant rather than depend completely on water from the

reservoir geneva steel has drilled water wells on property belonging to

the plant however in times of emergency or increased demand for water

deer creek reservoir water is utilized

ensen

unpublished master thesis economics department brigham young university
1957 p 37

2

e

19572

lJ
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in 1924 columbia steel company erected a pig iron plant at

ironton this was the first plant of any real importance in utah county

in the early 1900s it was built at a cost of 4500000 by eastern

capital on land donated by provo and springvilleSpring inville 1929 U S steel

corporation bought the plant and operated it until 1962 when it was

shut down

in 1942 the second world war brought steel production to utah

county on a large scale with the construction of the geneva steel plant

this plant was built by the defense plant corporation at a cost of

200000000 and completed in 1944 during the war the plant was oper-

ated by the US steel corporation following the war the plant was

purchased for 47500000 since the recession of 1958 the geneva

plant has seldom operated at full capacity because of this cutback

many employees operate on an interesting system of employment involving

two weeks working and two weeks laidoffidoffbaidoffla under conditions such as these

we might expect mobility of workers from utah county yet unemployment

figuresiguresagures continue to be high and workers remain in utah county state

unemployment benefits tend to keep geneva steel workers in utah county

during periods of high unemployment hence we find a lack of mobility

among workers whose jobs exist only on a parttimepart basistime

the pacific states cast iron pipe company was built in 1932

by 1941 the company had enlarged and become the largest employer in

lowry nelson utah valley gets industry union pacific
marazinemagazine omaha VI april 1927 p 7

scaleaie

200000000

47500 000

ex ectact

f

f ind

War

ooo
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utah county 9 at that time in 1946 the company again expanded operations

to enable production of pipe 12 inches in diameter and 18 feet in length

consolidated western steel 3 a subsidiary of united states steel

corporation began operations in 1955 on a site adjacent to the geneva

works the consolidated western steel plant is capable of producing

steel pipe in sizes from 20 tp 40 inches in diameter this facility

employs about 400 workers and is capable of producing 125 miles of pipe

per month

utah county is served by two major railroads the denver 61&

rio grande western and the union pacific railroad tracks of these two

railroads parallel each other for almost the entire length of utah valley

the union pacific reaches all points west from utah county while the

rio grande serves utah county east the railroad industry in utah

county employs about 600 workers at present

brigham young university as an employer in utah county plays

an important role in the economy at present the univeristyunive employsristy

about 3800 workers according to figures obtained from the state

employment office it should be noted however that brighanbrichan young

university employment is highly seasonal according to larry wardle

statistician for the employment security office during the summer many

brigham young university workers are temporarily dismissed hencemanyhence ofmany

these workers are added to the unemployed roles

four additional industries of importance should be mentioned

the general refractory for the production of brick andind the spanish fork

powder factory built in 1946 and 1941 respectively in 1946 the
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astateassate employmentllilmployment security office work force and components 0

1950 and 1960

table 333 shows3 some interesting data it should be noted that between

the years 1950 and 1960 the per cent of total employment when compared to

securcecurity

57

barbizonbarbazonBar companybizon built a plant on the site of the old provo woolen mils

for the production of womens lingerie in 1958 the bonham corporation

was established to manufacture a motor scooter vehicle called the

tote gote by 1962 the bonham corporation had moved into a new building

and now employesemployedemp overloyes fifty men

comparison of the work force and population chanreschangeschan in utah

county to better understand the relationshiprelationshipof of industrial growth in

utah county and mounting unemployment it5 is necessary to show a com-

parison of the number of workers employed in variousvaripusvarip4s industries and the

population trends table 333 is3 intended to accomplish this tasktasicasicasl

TABLE 333

comparison

3

OF EMPLOYED WORKERS MALE AND femaleafemale8MALEafemalesFEMALEFE AND8
populationPOKLATION IN UTAH COUNTY 1950 and 1960

employed workers 1950 1960 increase

manufacturing 6675 7609
mining 167 121
construction 1515 1469
transportation 12681126815268 120415204
trades 3340 465945659
finance 310 595
service 2289 519655196
government 262325623 4341

agriculture self employed 3310 436545365
agriculture 259352935 230025300

total employment 24432 31859 7427

population 81912815912 1069911065991 25079

state

mi ls

compari son

coun

non agriculture

2 289

interest 1i ng

mlis
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population has remained nearly the same or 29.8298 per cent since unem-

ployment in utah county was 6.969 per cent in 1950 and 7.373 per cent in

1960 as shown by table 222 we2 can see that industrial growth has not

been rapid enough to help solve the unemployment problem by making new

jobs available on the other hand we might conclude that the population

has been immobile thereby holding constant the ratio of total employment

to population and hence keeping unemployment at a high level

industrial growth in utah county has been marked by slow

conservative progress in the 19th century and more rapid growth in the

20th century especially since world war II11 this industrial growth

would suggest ample jobs and a minimum amount of unemployment however

due to cutbacks limited productiontechnologicalproduction changetechnological and layoffs

utah county hasbagsbaishais experienced unemployment at a level often approaching

3 per cent above the national level one answer to the problem lies in

getting workersyorkeworke tors moveto frommoyemove areasf whererom unemployment exists to areas

where jobs are available this could be accomplished either by permanent

moves or by encouraging workers to commute to nearby areas where jobs are

available for example workers could be encouraged to commute to

salt lake city utah where greater industrial development and government

projects have made many jobs available A second answer to the problem

is encouraging more industrial development to make available more jobs

for existing workers in utah county

environmental influences on labor mobility in utah county

education brigham young university is the largest church related

university in theunitedtheuhitedthe statesUnited founded in 1875 the brigham young university

expjerlenced of ten

gettingworke

f or

298

73
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has grown from a small frontier school to an ultramodernultra universitymodern withvith

a total enrollment of 18291 full and parttimepart studentstime in the 196219631962

year

1963

the brigham young university is a fully accredited university

and has received national recognition as one of the outstanding

universities in the united states

the utah trade technical institute is located in utah county

this school provides a broad program of vocational and technical

instruction for business and industry in utah county during 195819591958

school

1959

year enrollment totaled 1449

A total of fortyeightforty elementaryeight schools thirteen junior

high schools and eight high schools are established in utah county

according to the 1960 census 27950 students were enrolled in these

schools

the cultural educational and athletic contributions of brigham

young university utah trade technical institute elementary schools and

high schools have an important influence on the population of utah county

and in a great measure lend an atmosphere conducive to permanency of the

population it is the opinion of the writer of this thesis that

many workers especially those having college age children would not

move from utah county simply because of the excellent educational

opportunities afforded as described above hence the population in utah

county may resist movement

climate the annual precipitation in utah county averages about

15.281528 inches this precipitation has a direct bearing on the arable and

fertile soil found in utah valley modern reservoirs and normal stream

runoffrun provideoff sufficient water to permit irrigation in the valley

un ivelversitywith
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utah county enjoys four well defined seasons the mean annual tempe-

rature is about 49.2492 degrees with the following seasonal averages

spring 50 degrees summer 73 degrees fall 53 degrees and winter 32 degrees

temperature extremes measured in 1955 ranged from a high of 97 degrees

to a low of 13 degrees below zero relative humidity is low which

reduces the severity of summer heat and winter cold in generalthegener

climate

althe
is enjoyable and unmonotonoushenceunmonotonous mayhence be an important factor

in explaining why people do or do not move to or from utah county with

greater emphasis on the latter

recreation recreational facilities abound in utah county

thirtyheightthirty publiceightheight parks and twentyfivetwenty playgroundsfive are found in the

county the peaks of the wasatch mountains tower 7000 feet above the

valley floor and give rise to the areas claim the alps of america

the alpine loop drive affords a thrilling view of the natural

scenery found in the area in and around utah county in addition this

road provides access to the world famous timpanogosTimpano cavegos national

monument

in the middle of utah county is found a 93000 acre fresh water

lake that affords unlimited recreational facilities fishing water

skiing swimming and boat racing are enjoyed on utah lake by people
0

from the whole intermountain west

unn op cit p 28

greater utah velley build your future in utah valley
unpublished booklet 1959 ppap 232423 24

whypeople

na ionallonallonai

2

lgunnlegunn
0

492
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to the hunting and fishing enthusiast utah county offers some

of the finest sport to be found anywhere the wasatch mountains abound

with deer and elk for the fall hunter the provo river which runs

through the city of provo is famous for its productive fishing especially

the german brown trout in addition utah county has several fresh water

lakes all abounding with fish

the recreational facilities in utah county afford a great

amount of enjoyment and pleasure to residents of the county A possible

impediment to labor mobility exists in as much as residents might be

reluctant to move from an area possessing such enjoyable features

smallsmail cities the population of utah county is composed of

small cities table 343 shows4 the 1960 census of the major cities in

utah county the largest shown is provo consisting of 36047 people

the smallest city of any importance is payson consisting of 4237 people

these figures are shown in table 343

TABLE

4

343

population

4

OF MAJOR CITIES IN UTAH COUNTY 19

city

provo
orcm

springvilleSpring
spanish

ville
fork

american fork
pleasant grove
lehi
payson

population

36047365047
18394orem
759137913

18

647265472

394

637365373
477245772
437745377
423745237

au S census JE population 0 utah p 19

1960a

of 1960
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A small city is conducive to immobility people tend to be

more closely knit strong community ties are fostered people have a

feeling of being a part of the community in a small city all of these

factors tend to make citizenscitizehcitizen of the county relatively immobile

agrarian economy the 1960 census reports that utah county has

4.444 per cent of its population on rural farms as compared with the state

average of 4.949 per cent this figure would not indicate a very large

percentage of the population living on farms however this figure is

misleading many workers in utah county hold a job in industry and own a

small farm as a second income figures are not available as to the number

of such workers however the utah employment security office feels many

such workers exist one of the most serious problems in the agrarian

sector of the american economy today is the lack of mobility among farmers

one of the basic problems of low farm income today is the fact that there

simply are too many farmers producing too many crops yet mobility among

farmers is extremely low due to lack of necessary skill education monetary

means and desire to move from the land hence there is a lack of mobility

among workers in utah county who fall into the classification described

above

conclusions

utah county has certain chracteristicscharacteristics that are related to the

mobility of its work force the historical background of the people and

resulting mormon population is probably a factor in lowering the mobility

of the people certain environmental factors including education climate

S census of population i960 attahlttah op2rar cit p 14

s

44

49

196021960.2
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recreation 9 small cities and agrarian economy have contributed to the lack

of mobility in the county the growth of industries in utah county has

been significant only in the last sixty or seventy yearsyearsopearso there appears

to be a good deal of room for further industrial growth if the labor force

is to find employment assuming the present state of the mobility of the

population therefore there must be additional stimulus to get workers

to seek work elsewhere when unemployment reaches the figures it presently

has
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CHAPTER IV

A RELATED STUDY OF LABOR MOBILITY IN UTAH COUNTY

this chapter will be an analysis of a study made by dr jo

kenneth davies and dr reed co richardson for the department of labor

office of manpower automation and training the daviesrichardsondavies

study

richardson

is the first one made specifically on the problems of labor

mobility in utah county therefore the study deserves special attention

and analysis in this thesis

methodology

identification of the universe the universe from which this

study was made consisted of potentially mobile workers who had experienced

a great deal of unemployment from january 1I 1962 to september 15 1963

the workers in the universe were classified as either long term under-

employed or long term unemployed those classified as long term under-

employed had experienced intermittent unemployment totaling 15 weeks or

more during the period of january 1 1962 through september 15 1963

long term unemployment was defined as 15 weeks or more of continuous un-

employment at the time the study was made excluded from the study were

married women individuals under 18 years of age students seeking part

time work and seasonal workers because these workers were not considered

potentially mobile

the universe was selected from the records of the utah employ-

ment security office in provo utah it was determined that about 600 to

J

C

methodolMethodolodoi
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all names which met the requirements of

longtermlong unemployedterm were picked from the active files this number

amounted to 321 individuals those who met the requirements for long-

term underemployment in the active files amounted to 159 after a random

sample using a table of random numbers was utilized from the inactive

files a sample of longtermlong underemployedterm was taken which amounted to

100 individuals or about five per cent of the inactive filesfilesofliesfileno this

consitituted the original sample of 580 names

questionnaireguestion andnaire first interviews A questionnaire was formu-

lated to be used by interviewers in the study the questionnaire was

divided into two main parts to make use of a twointerviewtwo approachinterview the

first section was devoted to the determination of personal characteristics 9

training skills experience and general obstacles to labor mobility the

second section of the questionnaire was devoted to a second interview for

individuals for whom job matches were made in other market areas

to get those individuals included in the sample to make them-

selves available for interviewing a letter was sent on employment service

letterhead to each person establishing an appointment to be interviewed

at the employment service office if the individual did not respond to

the letter telephone calls followed by personal visits if necessary

were made by a member of the interviewing team to obtain the information

on the questionnaire

returns usable returns from the first interview amounted to

348 or about 60 per cent of the original samplesampie the remaining 40 percent

ffilesilesflieslleslies met the criteria for the study

sampling procedure

65-

650 individuals in the active files and about 2000 individuals in the

inactive
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were accounted for as follows 24 refused to be interviewed 28 simply

would not respond 100 had either taken jobs out of the county or else

were working where they could not be reached and 80 were eliminated for

reasons of death incorrect address duplication of name serious illness

failure to meet criteria armed forces and irrationality after the

original sample was adjusted for duplication and workers who died or did

not meet the criteria the returns represented about 97 per cent of the

sample a respectable return it is questionable whether those individuals

in the sample who required additional letters and home visits answered the

questions with any high degree of accuracy in many instances if the

individual was not interested enough to make himself available for the

interviewheinterviewee was not interested in answering the questions when confronted

by a personal visit A certain amount of false answers will obviously

result in these circumstances in general however it appears that the

sample is accurate and represents to a reasonably high degree the unemployed

workers in utah county

second interviews A list was made up of all individuals in the

sample with enough job information about each to allow job matches to be

made in other areas this list was sent to all utah offices of the

employment service and to employment offices within a radius of 500 miles

of provo utah

in addition information concerning the study was sent to each

office to inform them of the purposes of the study and to seek their help

in making job matches personal visits to the employment offices were

made by dr richardson in september 1963 to clarify and promote the

study where possible job matches were made and the job order air mailed

interview he conf rontedfonted

sec
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to the provo office if it was ascertained that a reasonable job match

had been made the individual was called in for a second interview

As a result of these measures 135 job matches were made for

individuals in the sample some matches included more than one person

and some people had more than one match in attempting to contact the

individuals for whom job matches had been made only 73 were applicable

of this number 58 were interviewed for a second time four refused to be

interviewed again one failed to show up for the second interview and

eleven could not be found for interviewing only one individual was

actually placed in a job by this method of job matching these results

are certainly not encouraging from this study one thing is apparent

the unemployed labor force in utah county is relativelyelat immobileively it
is certain that unless new industries enter utah county or old industries

expand and in this manner give rise to new jobs the unemployment problem

will grow worse if labor remains as immobile as this study indicates

general profile of the individuals jn the daviesricharddaviesrichardsondavies sonrichard study

general the personal characteristics of the highly immobile

workers of the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson is important in determining factors

that might limit labor mobility in addition this thesis will compare

the personal characteristics of this study relative inmobi ie wcrlers with

personal characteristics of workers who have proven themselves mobile in

the chapter following this one by means of this comparison it is hoped

that differences between immobile workers and mobile workers will become

evident and thereby contribute to knowledge that could increase labor

mobility hence lead to better allocation of the labor force and decrease

7

county 1 s r

in

relatively hmobilewallers

richardson
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one serious cause of sustained unemploymentunemploymentounemploy

sex

mento

and marital status by definition married female workers

were excluded from this study of the 348 individuals interviewed 5 319

were male and 29 were female married male workers composed the majority

of this sample constituting 256 or 74 per cent of the total sample

single miemalemaie and female workers amounted to 62 individuals or about 18

per cent of the sample the remaining 30 individuals consisted of

divorced widowed and separated persons

age since this study is comprised of longtermlong unemployedterm

and underemployed workers it was expected that the majority of workers

would be in the older and younger workers table 414 shows1 the break-

down according to age

TABLE 414

AGE

1

characteristics OF THE daviesrichardson STUDY

age per cent of total
returns

18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 64
65 and over

26.4264
12.1121
15.5155
42.0420
4.040

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 10

it should be noted that about 46 per cent fall into the category

of older workers this is an agreement with a national pattern that older

workers are less mobile and less adaptable to technological changes

DAVIES richardson

264
121
155
420

40
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in addition over 25 per cent of those interviewed fell into the category

of younger workers who would be expected to be more mobile yet it was

found that immobility existed in this group as well as the other groups

perhaps the reason the younger workers were not mobile is because they lack

the training and experience necessary in our complex economy of today and

consequently could not fill the job matches

birthplace this study revealed that utah was the birthplace

of 78.4784 per cent of all individuals even more important than this is

the fact that of this group 50.5505 per cent listed their place of birth as

utah county only 2.323 per cent of the sample listed their birthplace as

outside the united states 19.3193 per cent said their birthplace was in

the united states but not in utah these figures are shown in table 424

from

2

these figures we can reasonably assume that place of birth is one

important factor in determining the mobility of labor since we would

expect that native residents with strong social ties would prove to be

relatively immobile

TABLE 424

PLACE

2

OF BIRTH OF RESPONDENTrespondents a

place of birth per cent of total
respondents

utah 78.4784
united states not utah 19.3193
foreign 2.323

aj kennethoavieskennethpavies andandreedandreefreed ceC richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 11

mobil ity 11

Sa

784

505

23

193

784
193

23
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education and training nearly half of the respondents in this

study had not completed high school this group amounted to 46.3463 per cent

of the sample over onethirdone ofthird the sample had a high school education

14.4144 per cent went to college but never completed a college education

only two per cent had college degrees these results are shown in table

434 by3 way of comparison national figures indicate about 24.6246 per cent

of the nations population complete high school and 7.777 per cent complete

college

TABLE 434

EDUCATION

3

schooling completed per cent of total
respondents

less than high school
high school
some college no degree
collegec6116g degree

46.3463
37.6376
14.1141
2.020

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 12

at first glance it would appear clearly indicated that individuals

with less education are less mobile than those with college degrees how-

ever it should be pointed out that these results could simply show that

people with college degrees have very little unemployment and may or may

not have a bearing on the mobility of labor

the amount of apprentice training was investigated and the results

statistical abstract of the united states 1963 0 cit p 120

trai nearlyhalf

a

highschool

e

unpu blish

463

144

246

77

463
376
141

20

eunpu
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are tabulated in table 444 the4 length of training varied the greatest

number of the respondents reported over 36 months training 40.5405 per cent

the remainder of the group were divided about evenly between I11 to 12

months and 25 to 36 months 84 respondents served an apprenticeship

TABLE 444

LENGTH

4

OF apprenticeship trainingaTRAI

months

NINGa

of training per cent of total
respondents answering

I11 to 12
13 to 24
25 to 36
over 36

20.2202
20.2202
19.1191
40.5405

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 12

of the 348 individuals interviewed 137 had some vocational

education this group constituted 39 per cent of the sample in contrast

with the apprenticeship training those who had vocational schooling

received training for a shorter period of time table 454 shows5 the

results sixtyninesixty pernine cent had only one to twelve months of vocational

training as compared with 3.838 per cent who had over three years of

vocational schooling

remainderof

kennethdavies

405

202
202

405

38
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TABLE 45
LENGTH OF vocational training1

months of training per cent of total
respondents participating

1 to 12
13 to 24
25 to 36
over 36

69.0690
20.9209
6.363
3.838

a

J kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 13

the subject covered by vocational education varied subjects

such as welding auto mechanics electronics electrical and machine

work were the most significant some individuals five per cent had

training in three subjects twentyfourtwenty perfour cent had training in two

subjects the largest group 71 per cent had training in only one area

it has been suggested that this factor may be an important impediment to

labor mobility perhaps if we could foster and support programs wherein

workers were trained in more than one skill we could increase mobility

this task cduldcauld be handled in the vocational school where students could

be encouraged to become proficient in two or three related areas rather

than just one when a job match was made in another area a person would

have three times the opportunity to effectively fill the position over a

person who had only one skill it would be expected that a program such

as the one above would apply mainly to younger workers who could be

expected to take advantage of educational opportunities

TRAININGa1

tra ining

aj kennethdavies

P

group71per

ma

4- 5

690
209

63
38
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the vocational training most widely utilized was a trade technical

institute fiftysixfifty andsix four tenths per cent of the respondents with

training or nearly five times as much as any other source of training 5

went to the trade technical institute table 464 shows6 all sources of

training in order of their importance to the respondent

TABLE 464

TRAINING

6

OF respondentsarespondentiaRESPONDENT

source

Sa

of training per cent of program
participatedparticipatedinParticipate in by

unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 14

job mobility each individual in the sample was asked to indicate

the number of employers he or she had worked for during the past five years

table 474 shows7 the results of this question over 29 per cent indicated

they had worked for more than five employers during this period this

figure may indicate the nature of the job rather than job mobility for

example if the respondent was in construction work it would be logical

that he might have many employers in a given period and still live in utah

aj

mobil

r-espondents

trade technical institute
on the job
armed forces
high school
business school
miscellaneous programs
adult education
correspondence
MDTAARAHDTAARA
college

56.4564
12.2122
10610.6
7.474
5.353
3.232
2.121
1.111
1.111

6.6

Q

J kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility

din

564
122

74
53

32

21
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county it is interesting to note that 23.8238 per cent had only one

employer which could indicate a high degree of immobility for this groupgroupcgroupe

TABLE 474

JOB

7

MOBILITY

numbernumbecumbe of employers per cent of total
since january 1958 interviewed group

1

2

3
4
5
over 5

238
14.7147
13.8138
112
7.575

29.0290

0 J kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 15

occupational distribution the largest group of unemployed

and underemployedunder manualemployed workers constituted the combined semiskilledsemi

and

skilled

unskilled categories the skilled group represented 39.9399 per cent

of the total unemployed this group is misleading because of this group

about onethirdone arethird steel industry workers who have experienced only about

halftimehalf employmenttime for the past six years table 484 shows8 the tabulations

of occupational distribution

national figures concerning occupational distribution of employed

workers shows the following breakdown professional 12.9129 per cent

managerial 11.6116 per cent clerical 15.9159 per cent sales 7.070 per cent

agriculture 3.737 per cent service 8.989 per cent skilled workers 13.7137

per cent unskilled and semiskilledsemi workersskilled 4.040 per cent these figures

r

aj

238

147
138

75

290

399

129

ilg 159 70

37 89 137

40
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when compared with the utah county occupational distribution indicate

a much larger percentage of skilled and unskilled workers in utah

county and a smaller percentage of professional managerial clerical

sales agriculture and service workers

TABLE 484

occupational

8

distribution OF unemployed workersaWORK

occupation

ERSa

per cent of total
interviewed group

professional
managerial
clerical
sales
agriculture
service
skilled
semiskilledsemi
unskilled

skilled

20
2.626
5.555
2.323
1.414
2.323

39.9399
14.1141
29.8298

a

J kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p16pig

industry distribution the study inquired about the industry

each individual had worked in during the past five years the results

of this inquiry are recorded in table 494

statistical

9

abstract the united states 1963 op citcito p 231

1

WORKERS a

aj

ind

1statistical of

26

55

23

14

23

399
141
298
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industries per cent of participation
in the industries

construction
manufacturing
trades
all other services
agriculture
government services
transportation and public utilities
mining
finance insurance and real estate

31.8318
24.7247
10.5105
10410.4
7.777
7.474
4.040
2.121
1.414

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 17

it should be noted that the per cent participation in all of the

industries could total more than 100 per cent the reason for this is because

some of the respondents worked in more than one industry over the past

five years construction was the largest category with 31.8318 per cent of

the total the importance of utah countys steel industry is reflected

in the 247 per cent in the field of manufacturing

the national breakdown of industrial distribution of employed

workers indicates the following data construction 4.949 per cent

manufacturing 30.3303 per cent trades 209 per cent all other services

140 per cent government 166 per cent transportation 7.171 per cent

mining 1.212 per cent finance insurance and real estate 5.050 per cent

statistical abstract f the united statesstatjesstatuesStat 1963lesjes op cit

manufkanufactu ring

ar2r

76

TABLE 49
INDUSTRY distributionadistribution8DISTRIBUTIONdistributional

p
228

40

cant

1

of

4- 9

318
247
105
104

77
74

21
14

318

49

303

71

12 50
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income each of the respondents was asked to report his or her

income for the year 1962 and the first 8 months of 1963 the results

as shown in table 4104 indicate10 that 24.0240 per cent has less than 200029000

income in 1962 it shuishul id be noted that by 1963 this group had grown to

46.7467 per cent of the sample certainly these figures indicate a severe

financial stress for nearly onehalfone ofhalf the sample and we would expect

people under these conditions to be more than willing to seek employment

in another area where conditions were better however this study shows

workers in utah county to be relatively immobile one possible answer to

this question could be the fact that workers with this low income simply

lack the necessary funds to move whether they have the desire to move

or not

of those interviewed only 13.7137 per cent indicated that in 1962

they had earnings in excess of 6999 while this group was represented

by 5.353 per cent in 1963 the figures for 1963 were adjusted to an annual

basis

TABLE 4104

ANNUAL

10

GROSS CASH EARN ings1

earnings

less than 1000
1000 to 199915999
2000 to 2999
300035000 to 3999
4000 to 499945999
5000 to 599955999
600062000 to 699965999
7000 to 7999
800085000 to 899985999
900095000 to 99999999995999

per cent of workers
1962

9.898
14.2142
11.9119
13.6136
9.292

15.4154
12.2122
5.656
4.545

interviewed
1963

31.5315
15.2152
15.2152
11.9119
7.070
9.393
5.555
3.232

9.9

12

earningsa

1 000ooo
2 999

7 000ooo 7 999

1
2

EARNINGSa

240

467

137

53

98

142
ilg

92

154
122

56
45

315
152
152

70
93

55
32
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TABLE 4104 continued10

earnings per cent of workers interviewed
1962 1963

10000 to 10999
11000 to 11999115999
12000and over

9.9 3.3

3.3

6.6

aj kenneth daviesqavies and reed C richardson impediments totottoi
labor mobility 11 unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardsonhardsonricherdsonricRie
university of utah 1963 p 18

it should be noted that questions concerning the amount of

earnings in a give period tend to give answers that are overstated

during the process of interviewing many respondents answered the above

question very reluctantly and many answered the question inaccurately

for example it was noted that in some instances families were living in

what appeared to be near poverty and yet answered the question pertaining

to earnings with a figure that would be an above normal living it is

realized that personal spending habits are an important factor in this

reasoning however it is the opinion of the author of this thesis that

personal egos are built up by inflating a persons earnings hence there

may be some error in the accuracy of investigation of personal earnings

geographic mobility nachgach of the respondents was asked a

question concerning the amount of geographic mobility he had experienced

during the past five years the results of this inquiry are very interesti-

ng for they offer a clue to the fact that workers in this study proved

very immobile table 4114 shows11 the results of this inquiry sixty

eight and seven tenths per cent of the respondents had worked only in

10 999
11 000ooo
12000 and

kennethlavies

ach

p roved

ve ry
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in order to cross check whether the place of birth had a direct

influence on the number of states a worker had worked in table 4124 was12

developed to show the relationship of place of birth and per cent of

workers in this sample working only in utah and those working in more

than one state

MOBILITY
a6

79

20

687
155

35
23

20

.7979

utah during the past five years this figure is more than twice the re-

maining workers interviewed workers who worked in utah plus six or more

states amounted to only 2.020 per cent of the sample

TABLE 4114

geographic

11

mobility6

number of states worked in per cent of respondents

utah only
utah plus 1

utah plus 2

utah plus 3

utah plus 4
utah plus 5

utah plus 6 or more

68.7687
15.5155
6.969
3.535
2.323
1.111
2.020

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility
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TABLE 4124

relationship

12

OF geographic MOBILITY AND PLACE OF BIR

place of birth per cent working per cent working
only in utah in more than one state

utah 72.8728 27.2272
outside utah 55.3553 44.7447

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 196 p

these results clearly show that workers born in utah have a

greater tendency to remain in utah 72.8728 per cent as compared to workers

who were born outside the state of utah 55.3553 per cent

commuting distances each of the workers interviewed was asked

the maximum distance they had commuted one way while living in utah

county the results of this inquiry are recorded in table 4134 minimum13

amounts of travel are clearly indicated as 47.9479 per cent indicated that

the maximum distance they had traveled to a job was 10 miles or less

the figures show that those who had kept their commuting distance to 50

miles or less amounted to 86.2862 per cent of the sample

TABLE 4134

COMMUTING

13

DISTANCE

distance one way per cent of sample

10 or less miles
20
30
40

47.9479
9.797
7.575
9.292

birtha

1963

f

728 272
553 447

728

553

479

862

479
97

75
92
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TABLE 41341394 continued139

distance one way per cent of sample

50
60
70
80
90

100 or more miles

12.4124
4.949
2.626
2.323
2.323
1.717

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 21

it is interesting to speculate what effect the completion of a

new super highway from utah county to weber county might have on the

characteristics of workers in utah county in reference to commuting

distances if a highly efficient safe and fast system of highways were

established in the state of utah we might expect to find workers more

willing to drive greater distances to jobs hence decrease the unemploy-

ment rate in any one area

home occupancyOc incuRancy present home of the 348 individuals interv-

iewed in this study 41.7417 per cent indicated they had lived in their

present home less than five years it is interesting to note that 15.8158

per cent had lived in their present homes over 20 years table 4144

shows

14

the results of this question

8 1 sepsaf

13

124
49

26

23

23

17

417

158
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TABLE 4144

LENGTH

14

OF OCCUPANCY IN PRESENT HOME a

years per cent of sample

less than 5 years
5 10years

11 15years
20years

over 20 years

41.7417
12.4124
141
16.0160
15.8158

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 22

there is little doubt that workers who have lived in the same

home for over ten years would be hesitant to move to a new area in this

sample this amounts to 45.9459 per cent of the respondents

length of residency in community A significant difference

was found when the respondents were questioned concerning the time they

had lived in the community utah county in comparison with the length

of occupancy in their home for example 417 per cent said they had

lived in the community for over 20 years as compared with 15.8158 per cent

who had lived in the same home for the same period of time in general

indications pointed to the fact that the respondents on the average

lived in the community much longer periods of time than they did in the

same home we can conclude that there is a great deal more movement

between homes than between communities since 42.0420 per cent of the

sample fell in the age group of 456445 we64 can conclude that age may be an

important factor in determining the permanency of workers in a community

510 years
1115 years
16 20 years

len reside
I1

ncy

10
15

417
124

igo
158

459

158

420
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TABLE 4154

LENGTH

15

OF RESIDENCY IN THE communityacommunity8COMMUNITY

number

8a

of years per cent of sample

less than 5 years
5 10

11 15
16 20
over 21

12.9129
5.757

21.6216
18.1181
41.7417

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 23

reasons for moving to utah county those respondents who had

lived in utah county for less than ten years were questioned concerning

the reasons they had moved to utah county tabletabie 4164 16hashas16 the results

of this question

TABLE 4164

REASONS

16

FOR MOVING TO UTAH countya

reason per cent of sample

job
family reasons
personal reasons
school

47.4474
263
19.3193
7.070

Q

J kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 24

19631

a

129
57

216
181
417

474

193
70
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of the reasons listed for moving to utah county the most im-

portant was a job this amounted to 47.4474 per cent of the sample the

other reasons are listed in the table in order of lessening importance

one interesting observation concerning table 4164 should16 be

mentioned the greatest single reason for moving to utah county was to

obtain a job yet during the period of 195319631953 the1963 last ten years

unemployment in utah county has run from 4.040 per cent to 8.585 per cent

for an average of 6.05605 per cent there appears to be some discrepancy

in this data for with unemployment averages this high it would seem

likely that jobs would be hard to find hence movement to utah county

to find better employment seems highly unlikely on the other hand

faulty information concerning jobs in utah county could be responsible

for the number of workers moving here to seek employment

number f school aaeage children living at home of the 348

individuals interviewed 187 or 53.7537 per cent had either no children at

home or at least no children of school age at home this high percentage

is understandable when consideration is given to the fact that 42.0420 per

cent of the sample were between the ages of 466446 table64 4174 shows17

the tabulation of the remaining group who have children at home of school

age

of L

474

40 85

537

420
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TABLE 4174

SCHOOL

17

distribution OF CHILDREN LIVING AT HOME

school status per cent of school age
children

elementary school
high school
college
under 18 but not in school
over 18 but not in school

49.2492
27.8278
6.464
5.555

11.1111

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 25

it is noted that the majority of workers had children in

elementary school 49.2492 per cent school age children have been suggested

by many authors as one important impediment to labor mobility in this

study this fact was born out for nearly onehalfone ofhalf the sample 46.3463

per cent had school age children

Q ther deppep enden t s of respondents it was next determined how

many of the respondents had parents or parents of their spouses living

80.5805 per cent answered affirmative by indicating that either their parents

or their spouses parents were living of this group only 17 or 6.161 said

they supported their parents in any way of the 17 who supported their

parents 6 said they supported their parents 100 per cent in general

only a very small portion of the respondents supported either their own

or their spouses parents in any way

to further check the importance of the respondents parents to

mobility it was determined where the parents of the respondents lived in

comparison to the results of this question

other

492
278

64
55

492

463

805
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TABLE 418

LOCATION OF PARENTS OF respondent AND SPOUSE a

location per cent of sample

in same town as respondent
utah county but not same town
in utah but not utah county
outside of the state of utah

49.7497
25.0250
16.4164
14.7147

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 26

this table indicates that 49.7497 per ient of the sample had parents

living in the same town of the respondents of the entire sample 74.7747

per cent had parents living in utah county this would seem to indicate

that locations of parents is an important factor in the location of the

respondents it can be suggested that the influence of the mormon church

may be felt in this area family ties are strong among mormon families

hence families tend to live close to one another

home ownershipOwner shiR to determine if home ownership is an important

factor in labor mobility the respondents were asked a question concerning

home ownership the high degree of home ownership is indicative of the

age charateristiccharacteristiccharat oferistic the sample it is entirely reasonable to assume

a high percentage of older persons will own their home table 4194 has19

the results of this question

4 18

497
250
164
147

497

747

dent
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TABLE 4194

HOME

19

ownership8ownerships

amount paid per cent of sample

110 or less
14
12
34
all

12.5125
10.5105
15.0150
17.5175
44.5445

aj kenneth davies and reed C richardson impediments to
labor mobility unpublished copy in the office of reed C richardson
university of utah 1963 p 27

home ownership has been suggested by many authors as one of

the impediments to labor mobility this fact is clearly pointed out by

table 4194 forty19 fout and five tenths per cent of the sample had their

home all paid for which would suggest a serious impediment to mobility

conclusions of the daviesrichardsondavies studyscudyrichardson on the immobile worker

1 among the male workers he will probably be married

2 he will most likely be in the age group over 45 although the chances
are also good that he will be in the 18 to 24 year age group

3 he will probably be a person who is native to the state of utah

4 he will probably have less than a highschoolhigh educationschool

5 he will probably be in the skilled semiskilledsemi andskilled unskilled
categories where age or education are not the reasons for his unem-
ployment

6 he will either come from the construction or the manufacturing industries

7 his income for 1963 will probably have been less than 3000

8 he will have worked in only the state of utah the last five years

OWNERSHIP
a8

reedc

stud

125
105
150
175
445
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9 his commuting pattern both past and potential will involve few miles

10 while he may not have lived in his home for a relatively short period
of time he will have lived in the community for a relatively long
period of time

11 if he has children they will be predominantly in the elementaryschoolelementary
age

school

12 if his or his wifescifes parents are alive one or more will be living in
the same town or community

13 he will be a home owner and have paid completely for his home

14 he will have been unemployed over 30 weeks of the last 78 weeks or
approximately 40.0400 per cent or more of the time

criticisms of the daviesrichardrichard son scudystudy

the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson was a well conducted and well written

study however certain weaknesses in the study are evident and should be

mentioned

first there appears to be some serious weaknesses in the

results of the study in particular the time lag involved in the

picking of the sample could lead to errors during the process of picking

a sample making and approving a questionnaire and sending letters to the

respondents there lapsed a period of nearly two months during this

period a large number of the sample had moved died or were otherwise

unavailable perhaps better coordination between the government agency

who sponsored the study and the men involved in the mechanics of the

study could have facilitated a more accurate sample

second the time of year the study was conducted could have

been important in the final analysis the study was conducted during

the late summer of 1963 at this time of the year many jobs that might

have otherwise been available due to completed summer projects were

400
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filled in future studies of this nature it would be advisable to attempt

job matches in the spring when new projects are being started if this

were done it is reasonable to assume that many more job matches could be

accomplished and consequently many more workers could be placed who would

otherwise be unemployed

third when job matches were attempted at the second interview

in many cases necessary information was not available to clearly familiar-

ize the respondent with the position in the new area when a worker is

confronted with the possibility of moving to a new area it is necessary

to have relevant information concerning the new position location living

conditions and other social and economic conditions of that area in

this study the above mentioned information was not available in all

cases hence many workers who might have moved were reluctant to make a

decision on the basis of vague or scanty information concerning a new job

fourth in a study of this nature where an unemployed worker

is confronted with a new job in a new area there must be personal contact

between the employer and employee it might be suggested that interviews

for job matches could be conducted over the phone directly with the person

seeking the job by this means the new job would become more realistic
to the person seeking new employment another suggestion might be a

system of travel allowances for unemployed workers to go to the new area

and have first hand experience with the new area A third suggestion

that would greatly enhance job matching would be a closed circuit TV

as suggested by the study closed circuit TV would go further in the

direction of making job matches than any other single idea the unemployed

worker must have more than the word of an interviewer concerning a job
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that would require moving before he can be expected to be willing to move

fifth it can be seriously questioned whether or not this study

has shown the degree of worker mobility in utah county there is no doubt

that the study did point out important characteristics of workers who

are generally immobile however the study did not show conclusively

just how immobile workers are in utah county if the study had been

conducted in early spring when more jobs are available if the second

interviews had been on a more personal and definite basis if a direct

contact could have been made between the employer and employee then we

could more accurately determine the degree of worker mobility in utah

county this study did show that the workers in utah county possess

characteristics that are associated with immobility in addition as a

result of the number of workers who were willing for a second interview

58 and the actual number of workers who did move 1 we can with

reasonable accuracy say that there is a serious immobility problem in

utah county

summary

this chapter is an analysis of a study made for the office of

manpower and automation research office of manpower automation and

training by dr J kenneth davies and dr reed C richardson in the late

summer of 1963

personal characteristics of unemployed and underemployed workers

in utah county are carefully analyzed in this study it is shown that

these workers possess characteristics that have immobile tendencies but

the degree of immobility among these workers has not or cannot be shown

sho wn

su
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from this study

the characteristics of these workers who we can reasonably

assume to be immobile will be compared with workers who have proven

themselves mobile in chapter V As a result of this analysis it is

hoped that definite tendencies of immobile workers in utah county as

compared to mobile workers will be shown and hence add to the knowledge

of why workers do or do not move

f rom
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workerstworkerstWork whoers were immobile will be referred to as the davies
richardson study

CHAPTER V

THE HAYNES STUDY OF MOBILE WORKERS FROM UTAH COUNTY

this chapter is the original work and effort of the author of

this thesis it is an attempt to link together the characteristics of

workers who were shown to be relatively immobile in the preceding chapter

with workers who were mobile the work for this chapter was accomplished

over the period from april 1 1964 to june 15 1964

methodology

identification of the universe the universe from which the

haynes study was made consisted of two distinct groups first the names

of workers who were found to have moved from utah county in the davies

richardson study were obtained this group consisted of 61 names A

second group of names utilized in this study was extracted from the files
of the provo city power corporation provo utah it was found that in

many instances people who were moving from provo required their deposits

with the provo city power to be mailed to them permission was granted

by the superintendent mr bean to utilize the cutoffcut slipsoff required

by the power company when a person was moving from provo in many

instances the cutoffcut slipsoff hed the forwarding addressesdressesed of the person

the cutoffcut slipsslipoff for the year 1963 amounted to 8000 of the

8000 cutoffcut slipsoff ve

workers who were mobile will be referred to as the
haynes study

mobileworkers

f rom

s year

was
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left forwarding addresses in order to exclude students from this study

the first two weeks in june and the last week of august were not utilized

during this period of time we could expect a large number of students

moving hence their cutoffcut slipsoff would appear in the files five

questionnaires were not used because the respondent indicated they were

students

sampling procedure

the names obtained from the

daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson although known to have moved from utah county

had utah county addresses only therefore an effort was made to find

the forwarding addresses of these people names similar to those of the

61 persons obtained from the daviesrichardsondaviesdavie studyS were located in the

telephone directory and called it was hoped that a relative might be

found that could suggest a correct forwarding address by this method As

a result of this effort only two correct forwarding addresses were obtained

of the 61 names in the sample church records might have been a possible

source of the forwarding addresses of the 61 names however red tape and

lack of knowledge of the persons religion defeated this idea in addition

it was suggested that draft records might reveal the correct addresses of

these persons however only men under 24 years of age could be traced in

this way and permission to use the draft records was difficult to obtain

all the names obtained both from the davies

richardson study amounting to 61 persons and the records of the provo

city power corporation amounting to 118 persons were utilized in the haynes

study the combined names amounted to 179 persons who were known to have

moved from utah county in 1963 excluded from the sample were students

married females persons under 18 and seasonal workers

unique problems of this sampleamplesampieampieamrieuni S

richardson

0f

ail
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As a result of these endeavors to locate the addresses of persons who

had moved from utah county without success 3 it was decided by the writer

of this thesis to utilize the forwarding services of the post office

through first class letters

questionnaire A questionnaire velsWLSwolsvets formulated by the writer

of this thesis to be sent to the 179 names in the sample the question-

naire was closely correlated to the questionnaire used in the davies

richardson study to enable a comparison of workers in the daviesrichardsondavies

study who were immobile with workers who were mobile in the haynes study

of this thesis the questionnaire was designed to find answers to

questions pertaining to personal characteristics training skills

education and reasons for moving from utah county

returns usable returns from the questionnaire amounted to 64

or about 36 per cent of the original sample the remaining 64 per cent

were accounted for as follows 20 letters were returned with the person

unknown 2 persons had been drafted into theche armed forces 4 persons had

never moved from utah county 5 indicated they were students and 85

persons refused to answer the questionnaire in an effort to get a greater

per cent return a second questionnaire was sent to all persons who had

not been accounted for or returned the first questionnaire As a result

of the second letter only four more questionnaires were received which

are included in the total usable returns of 64 when account is taken

of the 20 letters returned and the 11 persons who were not applicable

in this study the returns amount to 50.2502 per cent of the sample a

see appendix

0 E

1

thearmed

beenaccounted thefirst

the

richardson
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respectable return when consideration is given to the nature of the study

it is interesting to note that only seven usable returns were

received from the 61 names of the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson while 55

questionnaires of the 118 names obtained from the records of the provo

city power were returned the only explanation of these results lies in

the nature of the two groups evidently bhethe davies richardson group did

not or would not be bothered while the persons names obtained from

the provo city power were cooperative and helpful perhaps the people

in the daviesrichardsondavies grouprichardson who had experienced a great deal of un-

employment in utah county were bitter toward utah county therefore would

not have anything to do with this study or they may have been avoiding

bill collectors

general profile the individuals J this study

sex and marital status by definition married females were

excluded from the haynes study of the 64 questionnaires returned in this

study the majority were married male workers constituting 62 returns or

97 per cent of the sample only two returns were women one being single

and the other being a widow which accounts for the remaining 3 per cent

of the sample the majority of males in this sample is accounted for due

to the nature of the means of getting the sample usually the name of the

head of the household is used for forwarding addresses consequently nearly

all the names were males the large majority of males in this study cannot

be used to imply that males are more mobile

areageagg since the haynes study was comprised of known mobile

workers it was expected that the age pattern would show a tendency of

respectablereturn

tw0 dild

coope dativerative

of in

H aynes

thedavies
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younger workers the breakdown of the sample according to age is shown

in table 515 the1 largest group according to age is the age group 25 to

34 comprising 50 per cent of the sample

TABLE 515

AGE

1

characteristics OF MOBILE WORKERS

age per cent of totoltoto returns

18 24
25 34
35 44
45 64
65 and over

22.0220
50.0500
110
15.0150
2.020

mayneshaynesal studylaynes 1964

the largest group of workers in the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson

was in the category of older workers in fact 46 per cent of their study

fell into this group in the haynes study comprised of mobile workers

72 per cent were below 35 years of age we can conclude that according

to this study younger workers are more mobile this is in agreement with

the conclusion reached in chapter I1 of this thesis

birthplace the haynes study revealed that the birth place of

39 of the respondents was in the united states but not utah this

represents 60.9609 per cent of the return twenty respondents reported

they were born in utah but not utah county which represents 31.3313 per cent

of the returns it is interesting to note that only 5 respondents or

7.878 per cent were born in utah county none were foreign born these

figures are shown in table 525 2

a
characteristicsofmobtle

1

220
500

150
20

313

78
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TABLE 52
PLACE OF BIRTH OF rfsponpfntsarfseonpfnts1

place of birth per cent of total

utah
united states not utah
utah county
foreign

31.3313
60960.9
7.878

0.0

mayneshayneswaynesalioalloailo studybynesaynes 1964

the information obtained from table 525 would2 indicate the birth-

place of workers is a very important factor in determining mobility the

daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson revealed that 78.4784 per cent of their sample were

born in utah see table 424 as2 compared with 31.3313 per cent in the haynes

study these figures indicate that workers born in utah possess a high

degree of geographic immobility due to the fact that the davies

richardson sample was highly immobile while the haynes study represents

mobile workers

educationandEducation trainingand the respondents in the haynes study re-

vealed that the majority or 438 per cent had completed at least 4 years

of college this group comprised 29 respondents while on the other hand

only 3 respondents or 4.747 per cent had never completed high school

these figures are shown in table 535 3

5 2

PLACEOF

oftotal

trai

f

313

78

784

313

47
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TABLE 53
EDUCATION a

schooling completed per cent of total
respondents

less than high school
high school
up to three years college
four or more years of college

4.747
18.7187
32.8328
43.8438

aynes study 1964

table 535 would3 tend to clearly indicate that there is a positive

correlation between mobility and education by way of comparison the

daviesrichardsondavies showsrichardson that the greatest number of respondents or 46.3463

per cent of their sample had less than a high school education see

table 434 while3 this study reveals that 76.6766 per cent had gone to college

it should be noted that the large majority of workers having college degrees

in this study can be accounted for by taking into consideration a large

number of workers who graduate from brigham young university and then

try to live in utah county due to the favorable living conditions found

here however after these workers find poor pay and possible unemploy-

ment in utah county they decide to move hence they are found to be mobile

the most important factor involved here is the fact that these workers can

and will move this would suggest that a better educated population is

a more mobile one hence more and better education would help solve mobility

problems and unemployment

the amount of apprentice training was asked each respondent it is

5 3

bettereducated

47
187
328
438

463

766
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interesting to note that 48 respondents stated that they had never had any

apprentice training this group amount to 75.0750 per cent of the sample

of the 16 respondents who indicated they had served an apprenticeship

6 or 9.393 per cent of the sample indicated it was for over 36 months the

remainder of the group was divided evenly between 13 to 24 months and

25 to 36 months with only 3.131 per cent of the sample serving an apprentice-

ship of 1 to 12 months these results are shown in table 545

TABLE

4

545

LENGTH

4

OF apprenticeship TRAINTRAIND

months of trainingTrain perlogipg cent of respondents

none
1 12

13 24
25 36
over 36

75.0750
3.131
6.363
6.363
9.393

aynes study 1964

of the 64 respondents to the haynes study only 16 had ever had

any vocational schoolingschoolingsschoo fortyeightfortylings ofeight the 64 respondents indicated they

had never attended vocational school the remaining 16 respondents

attended vocational school for various time periods ten workers or 15.5155

per cent attended 1 to 12 months four respondents or 6.363 per cent

indicated they had attended vocational school for 13 to 24 months the

two remaining respondents attended vocational school for 25 to 36 months

and over 36 months these results are shown in table 555 5

inga

allaynesallaynes

750

93

31

750
31
63
63
93

155

63
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TABLE 55
LENGTH OF vocational TRAIND

months of training per cent of respondents

none
1 12

13 24
25 36
over 36

75.0750
15.5155
63
161

1.616
6

aynes study 1964

the subjects taken while at vocational school varied greatly

six individuals had schooling in mechanics four in business one in boy

scout leadership one on IBM two in sales and two in carpentry

of those who either had an apprenticeship or vocational schooling

the trend is similar to the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson those serving an

apprenticeship received instruction for a longer period of time when

compared to those in vocational school

it is interesting to note the lack of either vocational schooling

or apprenticeship training in the haynes study this is the result of the

large percentage who have a college education people with college educa-

tions evidently do not take time to learn a trade due to the fact that

their jobs are generally of a professional nature it is not intended to

imply that lack of skills offered by vocational school is not an important

factor in labor mobility the relatively immobile workers in the davies

richardson study lacked necessary skills as shown in the 39 per cent of

their study who had attended vocational school and the writer of this

5 5

traininga

N one

TRAI NINGa

allaynesallaynes

750
155
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thesis feels this is a very important factor in labor immobility

the two most important sources of vocational training used

by the respondents in this study were the trade technical institute and on

thejobthe trainingjob of the 24 respondents who indicated the place they

received their training the trade technical institute and onthejobon

training

the

accounted

job

for 37.5375 per cent each the armed forces and college

accounted for 8.383 per cent each of the sample and high school and adult

education accounted for 42 per cent each these results are shown in

table 565

TABLE

6

565

TRAINING

6

OF respondents a

source per cent of those participating

trade technical institute
onthejobon
armed

the
forces
job

college
high school
adult education

37.5375
37.5375
8.383
8.383
4.242
4.242

laynesaynes study 1964

job mobility each person in the haynes study was asked to

indicate the number of employers he or she had worked for since 1958

table 575 shows7 the results of this question the largest percentagepercentages

32.8328 per cent indicated they had worked for two employers in the last

five years twentysixtwenty andsix six tenths per cent indicated they had worked

for more than five employers in the last five years these figures would

indicate a high degree of job mobility in this study by way of comparison

adulteducation

allaynes

mobil ity

al

375

83

375
375

83
83
42
42

328
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the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson showed 290 per cent as having had more than

five jobs in the past five years it should be noted that these figures

may indicate the nature of the job rather than job mobility 9 for a worker

might have had many employers and still lived in utah county

TABLE 575

JOB

7

mobilityamobility31MOBILITY

number of employers
since 1958 peryer cent of respondents

1

2

3
4
5
over 5

12.5125
32.8328
12.5125
7.878
7.878

26.6266

laynesaynes study 1964

occupational distribution the largest group in the haynes

study was the professional category in this group 24 individuals or

37.5375 per cent indicated they had jobs of a professional nature the

smallest group was agriculture only one respondent indicating this was

his occupation the second largest occupation reported in this study

was the skilled category fourteen workers or 219 per cent fell into

this group these figures are shown in table 585 it8 should be noted

that the total percentage will be greater than 100 per cent because some

workers reported more than one occupation

allaynes

31a

al

125
328
125

78
78

266

375
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TABLE 58
occupational distributionadistributionsDISTRIBUTION

occupation

a

per cent of respondents

professional
managerial
sales
agriculture
service
skilled
semiskilledsemi

37.5375

skilled

156
18.8188
1.616
7.878

21.9219
474.7

aynes study 1964

the most interesting fact shown in table 585 is8 the high

percentage of professional workers who were mobile this is directly

related to education hence we can assume that more education leads to

more professional workers which leads to a more mobile work force it
is interesting to note that the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson revealed only 2.020

per cent of their sample were classified as professional workers see

table 484 it8 should be noted that the daviesrichardson study was

concerned only with unemployed workers of which few are professional

workers

in addition it should be noted that the haynes study revealed

the second largest occupation of mobile workers was the skilled group

this indicates a greater degree of vocational training therefore it
is the firm conviction of the author that education and training are very

important factors in mobility

industry distribution the haynes study revealed that the most

important industry reported by the respondents was the construction industry

5 8

allaynes

davies richardson

ind

allaynes

375

188

78
219

47

20
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which accounted for 34.4344 per cent of the returns the next three industriesindustrie
of importance were the manufacturing services and government services

these industries represented 234 per cent 266 per cent and 23.4234 per

cent respectively the large percentage of professional workers in this

study is reflected in the high percentage of services and government

setservicesvices in this classification we would find teachers and professional

people such as accountants managers salesmen and so on the breakdown

of industrial distribution is shown in table 595 the9 total percentage

will be greater than 100 perpet cent due to the fact that some workers re-

ported working in more than one industry

TABLE 59
INDUSTRY distribution

industry

a

per cent of respondents

construction
manufac tu ring
trade
all othet services
agricultural
government services
transportationtransportationand public utilities
finance insurance and realrea stateestate

34.4344
23.4234
12.5125
26626.62606
10910.9
23.4234
6.363

12.5125

laynesaynes study 1964

the daviesrichardsonrichardson study revealed a much smaller percentage

in services government services and finance insurance and real estate

see table 494 this9 too indicates the greater percentage of professional

workers found in the baynestaynesgaynes study

income each respondent was asked what his or her income was

5 9

manufacturing

reale

allaynes

davies ri chard son

insuranceand

and

indu striestrle

10

l E

al

344

234

344
234
125
266

234
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40004200045000
59995299955999

79997299975999 10910.9
3.131

0.0

1.616
0.0

1.616

of respondents
1964

9.494
3.131
4.747

15.6156
14.0140
12.5125
12.5125
12.5125
3.131
3.131
3.131
4.747
1.616

by way of comparison the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson shows 377

per cent in the income bracket of 5000 to 8999 in 1962 and only 18.9189

per cent in the same bracket in 1963 this may be one important factor

in labor mobility the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson would indicate people just

did not have enough money to finance moving in 1963 as compared with the

haynes study which shows a much higher percentage of income for the same

89998299985999

699962999
700072000
800082000
900092000

10000102000
11000112000
12000122000

aynes study 1964

10999102999
11999112999

and over

per cent
1963

18.8188
6.363
6.363

18818.8
9.494

17.2172
6.363

log109loe

lgig

lgig lgig
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during the years 1962 and 1963 nearly every person responded to this

question the results are shown in table 5105 there10 does not seem to

be any definite trend evident in this table however 9 one fact is evident

this study shows that 375 per cent of the respondents fell in the income

bracket of 5000 to 8999 in 1962 and 40.6406 per cent were in the same

bracket in 1963

TABLE 5105

ANNUAL

10

GROSS CASH earnngsaearningsaEARNING

earnings

Sa

less than 1000
1000
2000
3000

5000
6000

1999
2999
3999
4999

9999

8 999

GROSSCASH

1 999
2 999
3 999

9 999

allaynesallaynes

406

188
63
63

188
94

172
63

31

94
31
47

156
140
125
125
125

31
31
31
47

189
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period because of professional occupations this data would suggest that

financial aid in moving may be one important factor in getting workers

to move

geographic mobility table 5115 indicates11 the geographic mobility

of the respondents of the haynes study the results of this table are very

interesting when compared to the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson this study

shows 27 respondents or 42.2422 per cent worked in utah plus one other state

two respondents indicated they had worked in utah plus five states these

workers amount to 3.131 per cent of the study only 9 respondents or 14.0140

per cent said they had worked in utah only respondents working in utah

plus two three and four states amounted to 437 per cent of the returns

TABLE 5115

geographicGEOGRAE

11

MOBILITYHIC a

number of states worked in per cent of respondents

utah only
utah pluslplush
utah plus 2

utah plus 3

utah plus 4
utah plus 5

14.0140
42.2422
188
15.6156
6.363
3.131

mayneshaynesal studylaynes 1964

the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson indicated that 68.7687 per cent of

their workers had worked in utah only as compared with 140 per cent in

this study it appears that the relatively immobile workers in the davies

richardson study had never possessed any large degree of mobility at any

422

31 140

140
422

156
63
31

687

plis 1
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time while the respondents in the haynes study indicated they had

experienced a large amount of geographic mobility throughout their lives

As a result of these findings we can assume that there is a great amount

of immobility inherent in workers who have never experienced any moves

commuting distances the respondents were asked to indicate

the maximum onewayone distanceway they had commuted while living in utah county

fifty three or 82.8828 per cent of the respondents indicated that they had

commuted 10 miles or less only 5 individuals said they had driven 50

miles to a job which amounted to 7.878 per cent of the respondents these

results are shown in table 5125

TABLE

12

5125

COMMUTING

12

distanceadistangeaSTANCEadistancesDISTDI

distance

ANGEa

one way per cent of respondents

10 miles or less
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100 miles or more

82.8828
16
1.616
1.616
7.878

0.0

3.131
1.616

0.0
0.0

mayneshaynesal studylaynes 1964

these figures seem to indicate that workers who proved themselves

mobile just will not commute to a job they would rather move than drive

to work long distances on the other hand the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson

showed a much higher percentage of workers who would rather live in utah

commutedwhile

amoun ted

828

78

828

78

31
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county and then drive to a job see table 4134 perhaps13 we should pay

more attention to these facts and improve conditions whereby workers can

commute to jobs and still live in the community they choose this would

not improve geographic mobility however it would decrease unemployment

in utah county

home ownershipOwnerovner shiR each of the respondents answered a question

concerning home ownership the results of this inquiry are very interesti-

ng only 12 or 18.8188 per cent of the returns said they were buying a

home in utah county while living there fiftytwofifty saidtwo they were not

buying a home in utah county this group amounts to 81.3813 per cent of

the sample it is evident from these results that home ownership is a

factor in labor mobility people will move more readily if they are not

burdened with the responsibility of selling a home also the lack of

home ownership is indicated in the young age of the sample of the 12

respondents who indicated they were buying a home it was found that 7

or 58.4584 per cent had the home paid for only 3 or 25 per cent said

their home was only onetenthone paidtenth for these results are shown in

table 5135

TABLE

13

5135

HOME

13

OWNERSHIPOWNERS

amount

HIpa

paid per cent of those applicable

110 or less
14
12
34
all

16.6166
25.0250

0.0
0

58.4584

aynes study 1964

10

allaynesallaynes

188

813

584

250

584
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the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson indicates that the respondents

in their study possessed a high degree of home ownership while few

respondents 9 only 188 per cent of the results of the haynes study

owned a home to any degree from these results we can safely assume

that home ownership is an important factor in labor mobility

length of residency in the community the respondents in

the haynes study were asked to indicate the number of years they had

lived in the community in utah county the great majority of the

respondents 42 or 65.6656 per cent indicated they had lived in the

community less than five years ten respondents or 15.6156 per cent

indicated they had lived in the community for 5 to 10 years these

results are shown in table 5145

TABLE

14

5145

LENGTH

14

OF RESIDENCY IN THE communityaCOMMUNITY

number

a

of years per cent of respondent

less than 5 years
5 10

11 15
16 20
over 20

65.6656
15.6156
6.363
6.363
6.363

mayneshaynesal studylaynes 1964

As was expected respondents in this study lived for a much

shorter period of time in the community in utah county than did the

respondents in the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson A comparison of table

4154 and15 5145 will14 reveal the above stated fact this would be expected

cen t

656

156

656
156

63
63
63
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due to the fact that this study was of mobile workers while the davies

richardson study was of immobile workers in addition age patterns are

indicated in this comparison this study has shown the respondents to be

younger than those in the daviesrichardson study

number of school age children living at home in utah county

of the 64 respondents 39 or 60.9609 per cent said they did not have any

children this factor alone would indicate a high degree cf mobility

of the remaining 41.1411 per cent who indicated they did have children of

school age while living in utah county the results are shown in table 5155

TABLE

15

5155

SCHOOL

15

AGE distribution OF CHILDREN LIVINGAT HOME IN UTAH countya

school status perpetpec cent of school age children

elementary
high school
college
under 18 but not in school
over 18 but not in school

24.1241
20.7207
13.8138
34.5345
6.969

aynes study 1964

the largest number of children living at home while living in

utah county were those in the under 18 but not in school category this

group amounted to 34.5345 per cent cf those applicable this is accounted

for by the fact that the young respondents in this study would naturally

have younger children in relation to the older respondents in the davies

richardson study it is interesting to note that 54.8548 per cent of the

children in the haynes study were in elementary or high school this

davies richardson

cou

allaynesallaynes

411

241
207
138
345

345

548
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would indicate that the school status of children in this study was not

an important factor on the other hand the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson

revealed 770 per cent of the children were in elementary or high school s

indicating a possible factor to immobility as these workers were highly

immobile

other dependents of respondents it was determined that only

two of the respondents parents were not living in addition only one

respondent indicated that he supported his parents in any way in

general we can conclude that pareptalparental supportpport was not an important

factor in this study

it was then determined where the parents of the respondents

lived the results of this question are very interesting and are shown

in table 5165

TABLE

16

5165

LOCATION

16

OF PARENTS OF ofrespondentsrespondents WHILE LIVING IN UTAH countya

location per cent of respondents

same town 1.616
utah county but not same town 10.3103
utah but not utah county 17.2172
outside utah 70.9709

aynes study 1964

it is highly significant that 46 respondents or 70.9709 per cent

indicated their parents lived outside utah only one respondent or 1.616

per cent indicated that his parents or his spouses parents lived in

the same town in utah county

lgig

lgig

R ond6nts

werenot

su

COUNTYa

allaynes
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709
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the daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson indicated that nearly half the

respondent or 49.7497 per cent parents lived in the same town and 25.0250

per cent of the respondents parents lived in utah county

these results indicate that the location of parents in relation

to workers is highly significant in labor mobility it is apparent that

either parents have an important influence on where their children move

or that children desire to live where their parents live

mobility of the respondents

to better understand why workers move from utah county each

respondent was asked questions concerning the way he or she found a new

job that required mobility and the reasons he or she moved from utah county

means of finding a job outside U tah county the most important

means of finding a job was listed as other included in this means of

finding work is writing letters personal interviews and phone calls

thirty respondents found jobs by the above means or 46.9469 per cent of the

returns friends and employers directly were the next two most important

means of finding a job these accounted for 18.7187 per cent and 23.4234 per

cent respectively the results of this inquiry are shown in table 5175

it
17

should be noted that the state employment agency was near the bottom

with only 7.878 per cent finding jobs this way this would indicate a

need for improvement in getting jobs for workers by this agency

utah co

497 250

469

187 234

78

findlI1 ng
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TABLE 5175

METHOD

17

OF FINDING A JOB OUTSIDE UTAH COUNT

method berperker cent of ofrespondentrespondent

state employment
private employment
friendsfriend
employers directly
union
newspaper
other

7.878
1.616

18.7187
23.4234
1.616

0.0

46.9469

aynes study 1964

reasons for leaving utah county each respondent was asked to

indicate why he or she left utah county the response to this question

was very interesting the total percentage will be greater than 100 per

cent due to the fact that all respondents indicated more than one reason

for leaving table 5185 contains18 the results of this question in de-

scending order

TABLE 5185

REASON

18

FOR LEAVING UTAH COUNTY

reason per cent of respondents

better pay 64.1641
steady work 28.1281
other 20.0200
fringe benefits 10.9109
church 1091019
better climate 10.9109
better community 9.494
desire of wife and children to move 78
sold home without loss 6.363
financial aid to move 63

countya

cou

scending

78

187
234

469

641
281
200
log
log

94

63
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TABLE 5185 continued18

reason per cent of respondents

better schools 47
pension was transferrableTransfer 3.131rable

aynes study 1964

the most important reason for moving from utah county was

better pay as indicated by the 64.1641 per cent who said this was the reason

they left A number of respondents added a comment at the bottom of the

questionnaire which points out their feelings concerning moving from

utah county for example one individual stated utah county is a very

desirable place to live but I1 make more in california in 6 months than

I1 did in utah in a year another stated utah pay stinks A third

remarked there are simply no good paying jobs in utah county

the second reason in order of importance was steadier work

twentyeighttwenty andeight one tenth per cent of the respondents reported this was

the reason they moved from utah county this is indicative of the large

amount of unemployment utah county has experienced people desire a

steady job one they can count on and not have to fear unemployment

twenty perpetpek cent of the respondents listed the reason they

moved as being under the category of other reasons listed as other

include illness business opportunities support of a relative childs

welfare more education and personal reasons

ten and nine tenths per cent said they moved because fringe

benefits could be improved and 10.9109 per cent indicated they moved be-

cause of church in chapter 111IIIili of this thesis the idea that some workers

allaynesallaynes

31

641

log
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feel they are not treated fairly by employers because they were not mormonscormonsMor

was

mons

entertained the following are quotes from the respondents on the

questionnaire one man remarked it is my belief that if you do not belong

to the mormon church or have friends with influence it is almost impossible

to find work in utah county another stated 11 and because of religious

prejudice held against those who are not members of the LDS church

mormonscormonsMor I1mons cant get a job this is shown by my boss and the teachers in

the public schools the author of this thesis will not attempt to either

show these claims to be true or falsefaise these feelings do exist on theeartthepart

of some who have left utah county and therefore should be mentioned

additional reasons for moving are shown in table 5185 the18

most important reasons have been amplified in this thesis however care-

ful study of each reason may give additional information concerning

worker mobility in utah county

conclusions from the haynes study of mobility inin utah county

1 while most of the workers from this study were married males this
study does not attempt to determine the relative amount of mobility
of male and female workers

2 the age of mobile workers from utah county will probably be between
25 and 34 years cf age

3 the birthplace of mobile workers from utah county will generally
not be utah and more specifically not utah county

4 workers who are mobile from utah county are generally well educated
most will have college degrees the vast majority will have at least
attended college

5 few of the workers will have had any apprenticeship training

6 few of the workers will have had any vocational school training
some will have attended vocational school for one year

belon

ha coun
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7 those who have had any vocational training will have received it
either onthejobon orthe atjob the utah trade technical institute

8 the mobile workers from utah county will have experienced at least
two jobs in the last five years

9 the greatest number of workers will be in the professional occupation
group

10 the most important industry worked in by these mobile workers will
be construction 9 followed by services and government services

11 income earned by mobile workers from utah county will have generally
ranged between 5000 and 8000 in 1962 and 1963

12 most of the workers will have worked in at least one other state
than utah in the last five years

13 few are willing to commute any distance to work

14 few owned a home while working in utah county

15 the great majority lived in utah county less than five years before
moving

16 the majority of workers do not have children and most of the children
of workers that lived in utah county were under six years of age

17 most of the parents of the mobile workers from utah county do not
live in utah

18 the most important means of finding a job away from utah county
were writing letters personal interviews and phone calls

19 the reason most of the workers left utah county was for better pay
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SUMMARY

SUMMARY AND recommendations TO IMPROVE WORKER MOBILITY IN
UTAH COUNTY

this thesis has been concerned with the problem of labor m-

obility as it applies to utah county utah

the first step in this study was to briefly outline the

important studies made in the area of labor mobility it was found that

little work has been done concerning labor mobility in the united states 3

in fact only since 1963 has the federal government undertaken serious

study of problems associated with labor mobility

the next step in the development of this thesis was to investin

gate

vesti

the theoretical aspects of labor mobility the author of this

treatise looked into the characteristics of worker mobility next labor

mobility under conditions of pure competition was studied under these

conditions labor is assumed to be mobile hence theoretically speaking

no impediments to labor mobility exist and no unemployment will existoexistedisto

the condition of nonpurelynon competitivepurely markets was shown to be dependent

on a high degree pf labor immobility which in turn suggests the number

of workers hired and the wage they are paid is determined by the degree

of immobility assuming a monopsonistic labor market

this thesis then looked into the importance of labor mobility

in the american economy many reasons were suggested that give a purpose

to a study of labor mobility A direct relationship between immobility
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of labor and unemployment was established then the seriousness of un-

employment in the economy of the united scatesstates and the state of utah

was shown finally unemployment in utah county was shown hence a tie
was made between unemployment and immobility of labor in utah county

next historical industrial and environmental influences on

labor mobility in utah county were investigated it was shown that there

are impediments to mobility found in the above influences

A study made in 1963 for the office of manpower automation

and training by reed C richardson and J kenneth davies was investigated

the davidsrichardsondaviesdavids studyrichardson proved workers to be substantially immobile

in utah county

the next chapter utilized the original research of the author

of this thesis it looks into the characteristics of workers who moved

from utah county in 1963 and compares these workers with workers in the

daviesrichardsondavies studyrichardson As a result of this analysis this thesis has

shown characteristics of mobile workers from utah county these

characteristics were 1 nearly all the workers were married 2 the

workers were generally young being between the ages of 25 to 34 3 few

of the workers were born in utah county 4 the workers were generally

well educated 5 most of the workers had experienced more than two

jobs in the last five years 6 generally the workers had professional

positions 7 the workers had incomes generally between 5000 and 8000

8 few of the workers commuted to a job while living in utah county

9 few of the workers owned homes 10 most of the workers had young

children 11 the parents of the majority of the workers did not live in

utah

1
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As a result of this study of labor mobility in utah county

the author of this thesis feels qualified to make recommendations to

improve labor mobility from utah county which may help reduce unemploy-

ment and improve the economic conditions in the area

recommendations

the author of this thesis has serious concern over the problem

of labor mobility in utah county utah county experiences a high degree

of unemployment at present which is a result of the immobility of its
workers if the economy of utah county is to grow and prosper unemploy-

ment must be reduced one way to accomplish this goal is through better

mobility of the work force in utah county

it is apparent that utah county has not been able to attain a

sufficient degree of labor mobility as shown by the continuing high

rate of unemployment

therefore this thesis will make four recommendations to better

facilitate the mobility of workers from utah county the implementation

of these recommendations should result in a better economy in utah county

1 the utah employment service although it does an excellent

service in getting workers jobs in utah county should be updatedup anddated

extended to better serve the needs of getting workers jobs outside

utah county

first a more intensive program of counseling workers to better

enable placement personnel to direct qualified workers to existing jobs

outside utah county

second more interest in geographic mobility should be encourenczur
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aged special bulletin boards showing jobs in other areas and uptodateup

information

to

on

date

jobs that would require mobility should be constantly

available it is suggested that a special division of the state

employment service be organized that would be concerned only with getting

jobs for workers who desire to move this should not be a separate

agency but a division well staffed with qualified personnel who have

adequate and reliable information

third a system of closed circuit TV direct telephone lines

or travel allowances for interviews should be established to give a

direct contact between worker and employer this would tend to do away

with the doubt and fear on the part of both worker and employer when

consideration jsis being given to moving to a new job

2 education is the most important key to getting workers to

move hence this thesis proposes an improved educational system

first better guidance and counseling in high school and

college to help lead students into the occupations they are best suited

for if a student does not possess the necessary qualifications to be a

college graduate he or she should be directed into vocational school to

obtain a skill or trade many workers would move if only they had the

skills or education to qualify them for job opportunities in other areas

second it is suggested that the state unemployment insurance

program be changed workers who are unemployed for more than one month or

whose job no longer exists should be required to attend vocational school

before unemployment compensation is given in order to encourage enroll-

ment in school a bonus for completion of a course could be offered which

would stimulate hesitant unemployedunemployeunemployed workers this system would apply

stateunemployment

d
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mainly to workers between 18 and 40 years of age it is hoped that un-

employed workers in this age range would be able to learn new skills

then apply these skills in new areasareaacea at new jobs

3 A system of financial assistance in moving workers who

are mobile should be utilized on a federal government level this could

be accomplished in three ways

first a direct subsidy or grant of money to cover costs of

moving might be used this could prove to be unproductive for some

workers might take unfair advantage of such a program and defeat its
purpose by simply returningreturn toipging utah county if plans did not work out

in addition this plan would be expensive and hard to administer

second an interest free loan could be granted repayable in

three years to workers who would become mobile this would encourage

mobility among workers who lacked financial means to move

third a federal income tax deduction of the amount of moving

costs could be given thus encouraging and giving financial aid to workers

who would move

4 if we cannot get workers to move from utah county it is

possible that unemployment could be reduced by getting workers to commute

to jobs

first an improved highway system of super highways to indus-

trial centers would encourage workers to drive to a job this project is

underway at the present time and should prove positive in reducing

unemployment

second a better transportation system could be installed

inexpensive commuter schedules by bus or train might encourage workers to

cond
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commute to jobs national trends indicate this is not feasible

third a more rigorous program of industrial development should

be encouraged if we are to find jobs for unemployed workers this could

be accomplished by giving tax exemptions free land and reduced power

rates to prospective new industries coming to utah county

if these recommendations were carried out the author of this

thesis feels that the mobility of workers in utah county could be

greatly improved if this was accomplished we could expect far less

unemployment an increase in the standard of living and a better economy

for utah county
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illIII111lilliiili work history

1 how many different employers have you

11II education and training

1 how many years of school have you completed 1 2 345 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 college 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 have you served an apprenticeship yes no how long
subject or subjects

3 have you ever attended vocational school yes

lmaima diff rent
bearoyearo

APPENDIX

labormobility STUDY

1I personal profile

name
add re s s
sex age place of birth
marital status married 5 single widowed

divorced separated

no
if yes in what subjects or subject did this training take
place

4 where did you receive this vocational training high school
business school technical institute adult

education onthejob
college

worked for in the last
1 5 years 1 2 345 over 5

2 what do ycu consider your main occupation professional
managerial clerical skilled semiskilled
unskilled 9 sales agriculture service

3 what industries have you worked in during the last 5 years
construction finance insurance real estate
trades government services manufacturing

transportation mining agriculture

4 what were your earnings in 196219629 19630

5 during the last 5 years in how many states have you worked
utah plus l 2 3 4 5 over 5

6 while living in utah county did you commute to a job
yes no how far in miles 10 20 30 40 50
60 70 80 90 100 over 100 one way

1

address

3 4 5

aimed forces

3 4 51over

1

corre-
spondence

LABOR MOBILITY

on the job
spondence

semi skilled
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IV living arrangements

1 were you buying a home in utah county yes no
if yes how much of it was paid for 110 14 12 34
all
if yes how long did you live in this home years 5 10
15 20 over 20

2 how many years did you live in utah county

3 did you own a trailer home while living in utah county
yes no

4 number and school status of children living at home at the
time you moved from utah county

elementary school 0 1 2 3 4 over 4
high school 0 1 2 3 4 over 4

college 0 1 2 3 4 over 4
under 18 and not at school 0 1 2 3 4 over 4
over 18 and not at school 0 1 2 3 4 over 4

5 are your parents or the parents of your spouse living
yes no 0

number of your parents 1 2 number of spouses parents 1 2

6 do your parents or the parents of your spouse depend on you
for any support while living in utah county yes no
if yes how much less than 50 more than 50

7 where do your parents or your spouses parents live
your parents outside utah utah county in utah
but not utah county same town in utah county you lived
in 0

spousesspouse parents outside utah utah county
in utah but not utah county same town in utah county
you

V unemployment

1 how many weeks of unemployment did you experience while living
in utah county between january 1962 and july 1963

2 did your unemployment insurance give you any benefits during
this period yes no
if yes how many weeks of benefits did you receive

VI job information

1 how did you find the job that allowed you to move from utah
county state employment service private employment
service friends and relatives employers directly
union newspapers others

0

s 0
b

N b
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VII reason for moving from utah county check all that apply
better climate desire of wife and children to move

better pay more fringe benefits church sold
home without loss received financialfinancifinancil aid to move
pension plan was transferrableTransfer rable better community better
schools steadier work other

al
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ABSTRACT

statement f the problem this thesis is an inquiry into the

problem of labor mobility in utah county utahoutahitaho utah county has been

designated as an area of substantial unemployment by the federal govern-

ment this thesis suggests one means to lessen this unemployment is

through better mobility of the work force in utah county

findings 1 under conditions of a purely competitive factor

market labor is assumed mobile therefore no unemployment will existexists

if a competitivenoncompetitivenon factor market exists there will be an immobile

work force and unemployment may resultresultsresuit A monopolistic situation on

both the buyers and sellers side of labor may exist in utah county

this situation known as bilateral monopoly assumes a highly im-

mobile work force under conditions of bilateral monopoly a high

degree of unemployment may exist

2 the degree of unemployment in utah county has been shown

to be of serious concern this thesis points out that unemploy-

ment is in a great measure a result of an immobile work force

3 the high per cent of mormons living in utah county may

suggest an immobile work force there are additional environmental

influences present such as the availability of education climate

recreation small cities and an agrarian economy that contribute

to an immobile work force in utah county

4 industrial growth in utah county has not been rapid enough

to absorb the growing number of workers seeking employment therefore

unemployment has continued high

of
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5 A study made in 1963 by J kenneth davies and reed C richardson

of longtermlong unemployedterm workers in utah county indicated these workers

were substantially immobileoimmobile

6 mobile workers from utah county were studied in this thesis

characteristics of these workers were compared to the relatively im-

mobile workers in the daviesrichardsonrichardsonridhardson study As a result of this

comparison mobile workers from utah county were shown to possess

certain characteristics these characteristics were a nearly all the

workers were married b the workers were generally young c few

were born in utah county d they were well educated e most

of the workers had more than two jobs in the last five years f

most of the workers had professional positions g the incomes of

these workers ranged between 5000 and 8000 h few of the workers

commuted to jobs i few of the workers owned homes j most of the

workers had young children k the parents of the majority of the workers

did not live in utah

As a result of these findings the writer of this thesis has made

four recommendations to improve labor mobility from utah county there-

by lessening unemployment and improving the economy of utah countycountyo

first it has been suggested that the employment security office take

steps to encourage inform and assist workers who are potentially

mobile 0

second better guidance and counseling in high school and college

to help lead students into the occupations for which they are best suited

has been suggested in addition this thesis has suggested that

unemployment insurance benefits should not be given to unemployed
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workers who have been unemployed more than one month or whose

job no longer exists unless they attend vocational school and

learn new skills and trades

third a system of financial assistance on the federal government

level to help workers move to new areas has been recommended

by this thesis

fourth if we cannot get workers to move from utah county it
is possible that unemployment could be reduceddeduced bybygettingworkersgetting workers to

either commute to jobs or by encouraging new industries to locate

in utah county

As a resultresuit of this thesis it is hoped that workers can be encouraged

to become more mobile and thereby reduce unemployment and improve the

standard of livinglining for all workers in utah county
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